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ABSTRACT
This handbook has been prepared to facilitate the design of earthen
covers to control radon emission from uranium mill tailings.
Radon
emissions from bare and covered uranium mill tailings can be estimated from
equations based on diffusion theory. Basic equations are presented for
calculating surface radon fluxes from covered tailings, or alternately, the
cover thicknesses required to satisfy a given radon flux criterion. Also
described is a computer code, RAECOM, for calculating cover thicknesses and
surface fluxes.
Methods are also described for measuring diffusion
coefficients'for radon, or for estimating them from empirical correlations.
Since long-term soil moisture' content is a critical parameter in
determining the value of the diffusion coefficient, methods are given for
estimating the long-term moisture content~ of soils. The effects of cover
defects or advection are also discussed and guidelines are given for
determi ning if they are si gnifi cant. For most practi ca1 cases, advection
and cover defect effects on radon flux can be neglected. Several examples
are given to demonstrate cover design calculations, and an extensive list
of references is included.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
ES.1

INTROOUCTION

~ This handbook has been prepared to facil itate the design of earthen
covers to control radon emission from uranium mill tailings. It contains
specific procedures for designing tailings covers for adequate radon
attenuat ion. The procedures are presented so that the des ign analys i scan
be performed with either hand calculators or with more complex computer
models.
Both methods give sufficient accuracy in the required cover
thickness for most practical applications. The handbook also contains a
greatly expanded data base for estimating diffusion coefficients based upon
soil type, compaction and moisture content.
.

The handbook addresses the following main topics important
evaluating the effectiveness of cover designs for radon attenuation.·

in

1. Concise procedures for calculating cover thicknesses required
to satisfy the design criterion using both exact and
approximate expressions.
2.

Experimental techniques used to measure the radon diffusion
coefficients for cover materials.

3.

Procedures and a data base for estimating diffusion
coefficients for cover materials for use when specific
mea~urements on the material are not available.

In addition, the handbook contains supporting information in the
following areas:
1. An identification of other key references relating to radon
transport through materials. This also includes recent
field verification of both the calculational procedures
and· the laboratory measurements.
2. Ad.iscussion of the characteristics of the radon source
term and its influence on cover design.
3. The mathematical development of the procedures and a
. listing of the RAECOM computer program and input data format.
Radon does not combine readily with other elements because it is a
chemically inert gas. The princi~al isotope of radon, 222Rn, is generated
from the radioactive decay of 226Ra and is a decay daughter in the 238U
decay series. The half-life of radon is 3.8 days, allowing the radon

ix

to migrate considerable distances before decaying.
Furthermore, the
generat i on of 222Rn continues at its current rate for many thousands of
years due to the relatively long half-lives of 226Ra, and its parent,
Z30Th, which are both present in the tailings.
The calculation of the thicknesses of cover materials required to
attenuate radon flux to near-background levels is generally based upon
diffusion theory.
The effectiveness of a particular cover material in
attenuating radon release depends upon that material's ability to restrict
the diffusion long enough that the radon decays to a solid daughter and
becomes trapped.before it completely penetrates the cover. The parameter
that characterites this radon movement in the soil is called the diffusion
coefficient.
.~

ES.2

DETERMINING RADON ATTENUATION THROUGH COVER MATERIALS

The th i ckness of cover materi a1 required for uranium-mi 11 tail i ngs
reclamation is usually determined by a radon flux or concentration
criterion which must be satisfied. The general approach used in estimating
the required thickness of a cover can be divided into two phases. First,
the characterist i c parameters of the ta 11 i ngs and cover must be measured
or estimated. These include the radon diffusion coefficients, porosities
and moistures of the tailings and cover, and the radium content and
emanating power of the tailings. Second the thickness of cover needed to
achieve a prescribed radon flux is determined by iteratively calculating
radon fluxes for various cover thicknesses until the thickness giving the
prescribed flux is found. Alternatively, an approximate expression can be
used to calculate the cover thickness directly. The diffusion coefficient
for radon in the total pore space of the soil is designated by the symbol
D, consistent with recent reports on radon movement. A second parameter,
the effective bulk diffusion coefficient of the soil, is often designated
De, and has sometimes been confused with D due to varying symbols and
nomenclature used in the literature. The two are related by D = De/p,
where p is the total soil porosity.
Radon emissions from bare and covered uranium mill tailings are
estimated from equations based on diffusion theory. Basic equations are
presented for calculating surface rildon fluxes from covered tailings, or
alternately, the cover thicknesses required to satisfy a given radon flux
criterion.
Also described is a computer code, RAECOM, for calculating
cover thicknesses and surface fluxes.
ES.3

MEASUREMENT OF THE RADON DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT

The degree of radon flux reduction provided by a tailings cover
depends on the time required for the radon to diffuse through the cover,
and thus to partially decay in it. Therefore, the diffusion coefficient of
the soil is of central i~portance to determine the required cover thickness
to achieve a given radon flux reduction. It is therefore advantageous to

x
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know as accurately as possible the D of the candidate cover material. The
diffusion coefficient is most accurately determined by direct measurement.
The measurable quantities in determining D are the radon flux and the radon
concentration.
The D can be calculated from any combination of two
measurements of fl ux and concentrat ion wh ich direct ly involve the source
and the cover.

-The

three most common pairs of measurements to determine Dare:
a) the source fl ux and the fl ux through the cover ; b) the source fl uxand
the equilibrium concentration at the bottom of the cover; and c) the timedependent concentrat ion at the bottom of the cover and at the top of the
cover within a sealed system. Variations on these methods have also been
used.
Rado~ diffusion
coefficients can be measured either in the
laboratory or in the field.
Field measurements offer the advantage of
exposure to actual wind, sun, rain and other significant environmental
parameters which may affect. the soil mo.isture content and its diffusion
coefficient. However higher variability 20mplicates the interpretation of
field data. Laboratory measurements of D provide better control over the
soil and diffusion conditions.
The expense of testing soils in the
laboratory is also generally less than for field tests, as are the time
requirements for the tests.
A diffusion coefficient data base, containing nearly 200 elements, has
been assembled.
A representative sample of the data is shown in
Figure ES-1.The data were mostly measured by the time~dependent
technique (method c), but also include many steady-state and some field
measurements~
The diffusion coefficients are relatively constant at
absolute dryness, averaging 0.061 + 0.006 cm2/s for the dry soils tested.
As illustrated, increasing moisture-causes Tower diffusion coefficients.
The variation in diffusion coefficients at intermediate moistures can
be largely attributed to varying pore size distributions; however, the
variation at high moistures (m = 0.9-1.0) cannot. Instead, this variation
results from the very steep variation in diffusion coefficients with
This causes large apparent errors in
moisture as m approaches unity.
diffusion coefficients to result from relatively small errors in sample
moisture content, density, or specific gravity estimates from which the
saturation, m, is estimated.
The large variation near saturation in
Fi gure ES-1 is therefore attri buted to uncerta inti es in the degree of
moisture saturati on of the soil samples.
Other soil properties besides soil moisture may have an influence
on D. One p~rameter, .the percent pass i ng a 200 mesh sieve, is a conven i ent
way to classify soils.
It is important that the highest practical
compaction be achieved for earthen covers over the tailings so that maximum
radon attenuation is obtained; thus, pertinent engineering specifications
shou ld usually ca 11 for compact ions of at least 90 percent of standard
Proctor compaction.
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ES.4 ESTIMATING DIFFUSION COEFFICIENTS
It is often desirable to estimate the diffusion coefficient of
materials under varying conditions for which measured values are not
available. This can be done with either complex models based upon physical
char.acteristics of the soil, or upon empirical correlations based upon
measured va.1ues of D. Soil moisture and compaction are important factors
in the value of D for a given soil.
Recently, a theoretical model has been developed for estimating radon
diffusion coefficients without relying on fitted parameters to radon
diffusion data. The formalism considers the detailed composition of the
pore fluid as well as a statistical definition of the pore structure of the
material. The pore fluid is modeled as a two-phase mixture of air and
water, witp rador) diffusion occurring in both phases, and with radon
exchange occurr i ng between the air and., water.
The pore structure is
modeled from the measured pore size distribution of the soil, and is
described by the weighted average of all combinations of single and
composite pores.
The soil parameters required to estimate a radon
diffusion coefficient are thus the moisture, the packing density and the
pore size distribution.
Agreement between the model calculations and measured D values is
generally within the experimental uncertainties in the data. The pore size
distribution needed for the calculations can be obtained either from water
drainage curves or from particle size distributions.
Empirical correlations for estimating D have the advantage of being
simple and easy to use, with a minimal amount of information needed. The
recommended correlation using the fraction of saturation, m, is:
D = 0.07 eX P[-4(m - mp2 + m5)],
and is plotted in Figure ES-l.
The correlation shown in Figure ES-l has a geometric standard
deviation of 2.0. However, individual estimates for a particular soil at a
given moisture may be uncertain by as much as an order of magnitude,
especially for higher values of m.
The moisture content of earthen materials has been shown to markedly
affect their properties for radon gas diffusion, salt and radionuclide
transport, physical stability, and support of vegetation. Because of these
effects, the moisture contents in covers for uranium mill tailings are of
particular interest for proper containment and stabilization of the
tailings and their decay products. Since tailings containment systems must
function for very long time periods, the long-term equilibrium moisture
characteristics are of particular interest.

xiii

There presently exist several complex models for calculating
equilibrium soil moistures. However, considerable detailed meteorological,
hydrological and geophysical data are needed as input to these models and a
detailed discussion of the models is beyond the scope of this handbook.
There are several empirical and semi-empirical approaches that give a
satisfactory estimate of the long-term moisture. One simple engineering
corre1ation'is:
mr

=[ 0.124P~ - 0.0012E - 0.04 + 0.156 f cm ]

,

where

.,
mr

= residual soil moisture in soil overlying a deep aquifer
(fraction of saturation)

P = annual precipitation (in)
E = annual lake evaporation (in)
f cm = soil fraction passing a No. 200 mesh sieve
ES.5 OTHER FACTORS INFLUENCING RADON MIGRATION
Three other factors influencing radon migration warrant consideration.
They are the source term (of the tailings), the effects of defects in the
cover, and the effects of advective radon transport.
Characterization of the source term is an important step in performing
the desi gn ana 1ysi s of an adequate cover system.
The key parameters
defining the source term are the radium concentration, the dry bulk
density, the emanation coefficient, and the diffusion coefficient. The
utilization of source term information can have beneficial impacts on
remedial action design concepts.
For example, the sand component of
tailings can be effective as a bottom layer of a tailings cover.
An effective cover may be placed initially over the tailings.
However, there are many mechanisms that can disrupt a cover, and, because
radon genera 11y takes the path of least resi stance, these mechan isms can
render a significant part of the cover, less effective in attenuating radon.
Several techniques are available for promoting or maintaining cover
integrity. If cracks develop, the percentage loss of cover effectiveness
in the crack depth zone is approximately equal to twelve times the percent
of the surface area disrupted by cracks.
Over the last several years there has been growing evidence presented
to suggest enhanced, advective transport of radon in the environment.

xiv

However, most advective transport is cyclic in direction and velocity,
minimizing long-term effects on net radon releases. Advection is generally
not an important effect for semi -ari dreg ions. However, it may be more
promi nant in humi d areas because the diffusi on coeffi cients are generally
smaHer.
.
ES.6

SUMMARY AND APPLICATION

The radon releases from bare and covered tail ings can be estimated
using diffusi'on theory, if appropriate diffusion coefficients are used.
The procedures for calculating the thickness of an adequate cover system
are straight-forward and the calCulations can be performed by hand or by
computer programs such as the RAECOM code. A procedural checklist for the
hand calculations is given in Table ES-l.·~
As shown in the table, Step 1 is the calculation of all source
parameters.
Step 2 is the calculation of the cover parameters.
These
parameters are input to RAE COM for a determi nat i on of the required cover
thickness and surface flux. If a hand calculation is performed, Step 3 is
the ca lcul ati on of cover attenuat ion parameters and bare ta i 1 i ngs fl ux.
In Step 4, the required cover thickness is calculated.
If the system
consists of a multilayer cover, the surface flux from the first layer is
calculated in Step 4 and the diffusion coefficient for the effective source
term is calculated in Step 5. Repeat steps 4 and 5 until the top layer is
calculated.

xv

TABLE ES-1
PROCEDURAL CHECKLIST FOR CALCULATING ADEQUATE COVER THICKNESS
Step
1. Determine Source Term
Parameters, R, E, Pt, pt,at

Comments
Default values, R = 2,812 G
Pt = 1.5, Pt = 0.35, gt = 2

I11t = W- 2

MtrL
_L]-l
LPt gt

Dt = 0.07 exp [-4 (m-mp 2 + m5)J
.'

...

at = Pt 2 Dt [ 1-0.74 mtr
2. Determine Cover Material
Parameters, Dc, Pc , Pc

Default values, Pc
gc = 2.7

= 0.35,

me

=

10- c [L _L]-l
gc
2 M

Pc

5
Dc = 0.07 eX P[-4(m-mp/ + m )J

x
<

~.

Jt = ~E(ADtllj

3. Calculate Cover Attenuation
Parameters and Calculate or
Estimate Bare Tailings Flux

ac

J =
c

4. Calculate Surface Flux or
Cover Thickness

5. For Multiple Layer Cover,
Calculate Effective Source
Dsm
6. Repeat For Multiple Layer
Covers

= Pc 2 Dc [1-D.74 mc}2

Calculate Item 4 for the first cover
layer, then calculate Item 5 for the
second cover layer, then calculate
Item 4 for the second cover layer, and
so on until Item 4 is calculated for
the top layer

.

[l

.

2Jt exp( -bcxcl

+ (at/ad'i tanh btxtJ + [l-(at/ac)li tanh btxt] exp(-2b cxc l

1.

INTRODUCTION

Radon emissions from uranium-mill tailings have long been recognized
as a major potential health hazard. During the milling of uranium ore, the
ore is crushed to facilitate processing and a negligible fraction of
rad i um, the parent of radon, is removed. Consequently, the accessibil ity
of radon to the environment is generally increased.
An important feature of any uranium-mi 11 tai 1ings management program
is the proper Jong-term stabilization of the tailings to adequately reduce
radon emissions. The generally accepted means of achieving stabilization
is to cover the tail i ngs wi th earthen materi a1s. Hence, it is important to
accurate ly determi ne the radon-attenuati ng properti es of cover materi a1s
and cover systems. Radon migration through, earthen materials is a complex
process in which the pore space and the air and moisture in it greatly
influence the effectiveness of the cover material in attenuating radon.
Thi s handbook provi des the basi s, the methodo logy, and the standardi zed
procedures for calculating the radon attenuation provided by cover systems
pl aced over uran i llm mi 11 tail i ngs impoundments.
It is an update of an
earlier handbook(l) and as such contains significant new information on
estimating and measuring diffusion coefficients. It also incorporates the
results of recent research efforts, particularly in the areas of· the
physical description of the diffusion coefficient, the effects of cracking
and other defects and the effects of advecti ve radon transport caused by
moisture evaporation or barometric pressure variations.
The handbook contains specific procedures for designing tailings
covers for adequate radon attenuati on.
The· procedures are presented so
that the design analysis can be performed with either hand calculators or
with more complex computer models. Both methods give sufficient accuracy
in the required cover thickness for most practical applications. The handbook also conta ins a great ly expanded data base for estimati ng diffus i on
coefficients based upon soil type, compaction and moisture content.
1.1

ORGANIZATION OF HANDBOOK

This handbook addresses the following main topics important
evaluating the effectiveness of cover designs for radon attenuation.
1.

Concise procedures for calculating cover thicknesses required
to satisfy the design criterion using both exact and
approximate expressions.

2.

Experimental techniques used to measure the radon diffusion
coefficients for cover materials.

3.

Procedures and a data base for estimating diffusion
coefficients for cover materials for use when specific
measurements on the material are not available.

1-1
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In addition,
following areas:
1.

2.

the

handbook contains supporting information

in the

~An

identification of other key references relating to radon
transport through materials. This also includes recent
field verification of both the calculational procedures
and the laboratory measurements.
A discussion of the characteristics of the radon source
term and its influence on cover design •
,•

3.

The mathematical development,of the procedures and a
listing of the RAECOM computer program and input .data format.

A background review of early and recent relevant literature is presented in the following section of this chapter.
Specific quantitative
results from the recent literature are presented as appropriate to the
technical development in later chapters. Chapter 2 contains the procedures
for calculating the required cover thicknesses, along with several
illustrations and examples.
The methods for measuring diffusion
coeffi cients are presented in Chapter 3, along with a comprehens ivedata
base for a variety of soil types. The methods for estimating the cover
diffusion coefficients are given in Chapter 4.
Chapter 5 contains a
discussion of the effects of advection, cover defects and source term
vari ations. The summary in Chapter 6 contains a checkl ist of the cover
design procedures. The mathemati ca 1 deve lopment and computer code information are given in Appendices of the handbook.
1.2

BACKGROUND AND PREVIOUS WORK

Radon does not combine readily with other elements because it is a
chemically inert gas. The princi[!al isotope of radon, 222Rn, is generated
from the radioactive decay of 226Ra and is a decay daughter in the 238U
decay series as shown in Figure 1. The half-life of radon, Tk, is 3.• 8 days
which allows the radon to migrate considerable distances before decaying.
Furthermore, the generation of 222Rn continues at its current rate for many
thousands of years due. to the relatively long half-lives of 226Ra, and its
parent, 230Th, which are both present in the tailings.
The calculation of the thicknesses of cover materials required to
attenuate radon fl ux to near-background 1eve1s is generally based upon
diffusion theory.
The effectiveness of a particular cover material in
attenuating radon release depends upon that material's ability to restrict
the diffusion long enough that the radon decays to a solid daughter and
becomes trapped before it complete ly penetrates the cover. The parameter
that characterizes this radon movement in the soil is called the diffusion
coefficient.
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Researchers have long been interested in the diffusion and transport
of radon thrOUfkQ porous materials. Early studies of radon in the natural
environment\2- ~) were supplemented by research dealing specifically with
the diffusion and transport of rildon produced in uranium mill
tailingsJ13-16} and ore minerals.(17,18} In particular, References 8 and
19 contain excellent early reviews of the general topic, and Reference 20
contains a comprehensive bibliography of pre-1980 work on the effects of
moisture on radon emanation and diffusion.
Among the first major studies concerned with the diffusion of radon
from uranium mil] tailings are those reported in References 13-16. These
studies were based on experiments with the diffusion of radon through
tail ings, soil and concrete. Measurements made during these experiments
were compared with diffusion theory modeling and from the comparison,
diffusion
coeff;'cients
were
deduced •.
In
other
laboratory
experiments, (21-23) the diffusi on of radon through various tail i ngs and
cover materials was measured. Diffusion coefficients are generally deduced
from .measwemen)ts of both radon fl uxes and from radon gas concentrati on
profi 1es •\ 24-35
",<

Field tests using uranium tailings materials also have yi~ld~d information associated with the diffusion coefficient. In one test\24} surface
radon fl uxes were measured for vari ous thicknesses of a cover materi al
placed over a small plot of tailings. The diffusion coefficient obtained
from a least-squares fit of the flux dat q ~as consistent with the
laboratory me~surement of similar material.\24}
In the other field
measurement(25} the diffusion coefficient was deduced from in-situ borehole
logging of the 226Ra and 222Rn concentrations in acidic and alkaline
tailings.
The radon transport through synthetic materials can also be
described with diffusion theory using a diffusion coefficient for the
material to characterize the diffusion. The primary concern with synthetic
materials, is their ability to maintain their integrity for the long period
of time that is required. However, several materials have been identified
as effective for the short-term reduction of radon. Diffusion coefficients
for several synthetic materials are presented in References 26, 27 and 28.
Materials such as asphalt, EPDM rubber, polyethylene sheets, polycarbonate
sheets, and Mylar are characterized by diffusion coefficients of less than
10- 6 cm 2/sec.\26}
.
Recent field measurements of radon diffusion coefficients for
candidate cover materials for mill tailings give results that are
consistent with laboratory measurements for the same materials.(36,37) In
particular the measurements and analysis in Reference 36 demonstrate
exce 11 ent agreement of model cal cu 1ati ons with the annual average fi e 1dmeasured values using laboratory-measured parameters as input to the model
calculatigns
Additional field data have also recently become
available\38J for comparison with laboratory measurements and calculational
models.
Other recent efforts have focused upon methods for calculating or
estimating rqdon diff~sion coefficients withtec)hniques ranging from simple
correlations\22,23,39} to complex models.(40,41
Considerable success has
been achieved with both the correlations and the models.
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Advective effects have recently been investigated.(42) The long-term
effect of advection on the surface radon flux is generally much smaller
than are uncertainties in predicting the flux
This same conclusion
applies to cover defects such as cracking.(43- 45 l Therefore, in general,
simple diffusion theory adquately describes the long-term radon transport
througn uranium mill tailings and earthen cover systems.
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2.

DETERMINING RADON ATTENUATION THROUGH COVER MATERIALS

The thickness of cover materi a1 required for urani um-mi 11 tail i ngs
reclamgtion is usually determined by a radon flux or concentration
criterion which must be satisfied. The general approach used in estimating
the required thickness of a cover can be divided into two phases. First,
the characteristic parameters of the tail ings and cover must be measured
or est imated. These include the radon diffusion coefficients, porosities
and moistures of the tailings and cover, and the radium content and
emanating power. of the tailings. Second the thickness of cover needed to
achieve a prescribed radon flux is determined by iteratively calculating
radon fluxes for various cover thicknesses until the thickness giving the
prescribed flux is found. Alternatively, an approximate expression can be
used to calculate the cover thickness direct~y.
In the following equations and throughout this handbook, the diffusion
coefficient for radon in the total pore space of the soil is designated by
the symbol D, consistent with recent reports on radon movement. A second
parameter, the effective bulk diffusion coefficient of the soil, is often
designated De' and has sometimes been confused with D due to varying
symbo 1sand nomenc 1ature used in the 1i terature. ... The two are re 1ated by
D = De/p, where p is the total soil porosity. Identjc~l nomenclature but
different symbols were used in the earlier handbook\l) and in the NRC's
Generic Environmental Impact Statement on Uranium Milling (Appendix Pl.
The symbol D in those reports corresponds to De in this handbook.
2.1 RADON DIFFUSION EQUATION
The one-dimensional steady-state radon diffusion equation is:
2
D d C -:>-C + RpH/p
dx 2

=

0 ,

where
C
D
:>R
p

E
p

=
=

radon concentration in the total pore space (pCi cm- 3 )

=
=
=
=
=

decay constant of radon (2.1xl0- 6 s-l)

diffusion coefficient for radon in the total pore space
(cm 2s- 1)

specific activity of radium in the soil (pCi g-l)
dry bulk density of the soil (g cm- 3 )
radon emanation coefficient (dimensionless)
total porosity of the soil (dimensionless)
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(1)

The radon flux from the bulk soil material is related to the radon
concentration in its pore space by Fick's Law:
J =

-104 Dp

~~ '

(2)

where
J
104

= bulk radon flux (pCi m- 2 s-l)
=

factor to convert units from pCi cm- 2s- 1 to pCi m- 2s- 1

Appendix A contai.ns the mathematica.l basis for Equation 1 as well as
for the solutions used in this handbook. The solutions of interest are for
bare tail i ngs, tail i ngs covered with hoirrogeneous material, and a
generalized multiregion problem with many tailings and cover layers.
2.2 FLUX FROM BARE TAILINGS
The solution of Equations 1 and 2 for the flux from a bare,
homogeneous ta il i ngs pi 1e is:
Jt = 104 RpE~ tanh ~ Xt ,
(3)

. VDt

where
Jt

= radon flux from the tailings surface (pCi m- 2s- 1)

Xt

=

thickness of tailings (cm)

The subscript "t" refers to the tailings region. A graph of Jt/RpE is
given in Figure 2 as a function of Xt, illustrating the limitation on the
radon flux imposed by radon decay, particularly for low diffusion
coeffi cients. As ill ustrated, most of the radon comes from the surfact:!.
layers of tailings; hence there is an advantage in consolidating tailings
into smaller, thicker piles.
'
2.3 FLUX FROM COVERED TAILINGS
The exact solution from diffusion theory to the two-region, tailingscover problem is:
Jc

=
[1

+Va~/ik
1+

r

tanh(btXt)]+ [1

+ (,- J~)

_Vat/ac.tanh(btXt)}~-~bcXc)

(4)

e~L~<')(i:2
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where
"'\/Di (i = c or t) (cm- 1)

bi

=

ai

~ p~

Di [ 1

(l-k) mir

(cm 2s- 1)

= 10- 2 pM/p = fractional moisture saturation (dimensionless)
M = moisture content (dry weight percent)
k = 0.26 pti/cm3 in water per pCi/cm3 in air

m

The subscript "c" pertains to the cover region, and Jt is given in
Equation 3. A more detailed description of the parameter ai and its
moisture dependence is given in Appendix A.
.,
It is of interest to examine the behavior of J under various conditions. For at equal to ac, and for sufficiently thick tailings such that
tanh(btxt) is approximately unity, then Equation 4 becomes:

Jc

= Jt exp(-bcxc)

(5)

which is the simple exponential attenuation shown by Curve A in Figure 3.
However, if, at«ac, Equation 4 becomes
J c -- 2Jt exp(-bcxc) , 1 + exp (-2b cxcl

)

For small xc, the value of Jc is approximately equal to Jt as shown by
Curve B in Figure 3, before the cover flux begins to decrease. This effect
has been pbserved in laboratory measurements of radon fluxes from covered
tailings.\22) For large xc, Equation 6 becomes:
(7)

so that Jc decreases exponentially in the same manner as in Equation 5 but
retains twice the ~agnitude which is shown by Curve B in Figure 3. This is
also observablel 22 j in laboratory measurements.
2.4 COVER THICKNESS FROM FLUX CRITERION
The value of Xc required to achieve a specified flux can be obtained
by rearranging Equation 4, assuming the tailings are more than 100 cm
thick, and approximatingexp(-2b cxc ) by (J c/Jt)2. The result is:
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Xc =.JD C
>..

ln [
,
2Jt/Jc']
" ""7(:;-"1-:+""":"vr a=t7/ a=c~ta:-::n-;:-h--;b:-t-::-xt~);--:-+--;(;-;-1-=----:v7::=at=;/2'ac=:t-:-an::-;-h---;-bt-X-t~)(r;J;-c/-;-J:;-t\?")2
(8)

Most ~
attenuation
neglected.
form and is

practical applications require a significant degree of
so that the last term in the denominator of Equation 8 can be
The resulting simplified equation cap be expressed in graphic
presented as a nomograph in Figure 4.(39)

I,
t

The required cover thickness, xc' is found by first determining the
ratios Jc/Jt and ac/at and then referring to the nomograph in Figure 4.
The value of the ratio Jc/Jt is found on Column A and the value of ac/at on
Column B. These two values should be connected with a straight line, and a
value read from Column C at the intersection with the line. That same
value is located on the modified scale C' and a second line is drawn from
that value on C' to the value of Dc on ColumnD. The intersection of the
resulting line with Column E gives the cover thickness, in units of either
meters or feet.
2.5

EXAMPLES OF SURFACE FLUX AND COVER THICKNESS DETERMINATIONS

Several examples are given in this section to illustrate the use of
the equations and graphs. The first general examples are calculations of
the surface flux from covered tailings. Figure 5 contains the results of'
cover calculations fora bare tailings flux of Jt = 280 pCi/m 2s. Various
diffusion coefficients for the cover soils are used in Equation 4 to obtain
the curves in the figure.(46) As shown in the next chapter, the cover
moisture is the dominant parameter affecting the D, and hence, the radon
attenuat ion.
As an example of the .ca 1cu 1at ions used to· generate the curves in
Figure 5, it is assumed that a tailings pile has the following typical
values:
R = 400 pCi/g
p = 1.5 g/cm3

I
,:\
)

E = 0.2
Dt

= 1.3x10- 2 cm 2/s

Pt

= 0.44

Mt

= 11.7%

Xt

= 300 cm

The radon flux from
calculated from Equation 3:

----------

J""'

the

surface

of the

uncovered

tailings

is
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~~

~

L!

Jt

cm2/m2)(400)(1.5)(O.2)[(2.1XlO-6)(0.013)]~

=

(10 4

=

19S pCi/m 2s

C~ver material is
following properties:

available which

can be compacted to .have the

Dc

=

7.Sx10- 3 cm 2/s

Pc

=

0.3

Mc

=

6.3%

Furthermore, it is assumed that mc

tanh(3.S)

= mf1.

The flux attenuation with. two meters of cover material is calculated
from Equation 4:
Jc

Jc

=

2(19S)(3.76x10- 2 )
2.S93 - 0.001

=

5.1 pCi m- 2s- 1

If a greater flux is acceptable, the same calculation can be repeated
with smaller cover thicknesses, or the required thickness can be directly
calculated from Eguation S. For example, what cover thickness would yield
a J c of 20 pCi m- Zs- 1? This is determined from Equation S .as:
Xc

= 61

In[

19.5
]
2.S93 - .009

Xc = lIS cm
As an example of the use of the nomograph in Figure 4, a different
system wHh the fo 11 owi ng parameters is cons.i dered:
Jt

=

400 pCi/m 2s

Jc

=

20 pCi/m 2s

Pc

=

Pt

=

0.30

mc

=

mt

=

0.30

Dc

=

Dt

=

O.OOS cm2/s
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These values give a Jc/Jt of 0.05, located on Column A and ac/at of I,
located on Column B. An intermediate parameter value of 1.1 is read from
Column C. The same value is located on the modified scale on Column C'.
This value is then used with the diffusion coefficient of the cover,
located on Golumn
to obtain the cover thickness from Column E.
For
example the cover thickness needed to attenuate the radon flux to
20 pCi/m 2s is about 1.8 m (5.9 ft).
Use of Equation 8 yields a cover
thickness of 1.85 m.

°

An even simpler way to use the nomograph is to substitute the value of
Dc/Dt for ac/at; i.e., the quantity p (1 - 0.74 m) is assumed to be the
same for the ta il i ngs and the cover. To account for the vari ati ons in the
rat i 0 of P (1 - 0.74 m) for the cover to the tail i ngs, the rul e of thumb
may be used that the cpver thickness decreases by 0.1 m for every 0.2
decrease in this ratio.t 39
The diffusion coef~icient for the tailings
also has only a secondary effect on xc' so that, as an additional rule of
thumb, Xc changes by 0.1 m for every factor of two change in Dt.
The
direction of the change is determined from the following:
If Dt is
increased by a factor of 2, but Jt is known from direct measurement so that
it is unaffected by the change, then Xc decreases by 0.1 m. On the other
hand, if Jt is calculated from other parameters, one of these parameters
being Dt, then Jt also varies with Dt, so that the resulting effect is that
Xc increases by 0.1 m for every factor of two increase in Dt. These rules
of thumb are summarized in Table 1. With these rules of thumb, the cover
thickness can be obtained from the nomograph using a value of unity for the
ratio aclat, and then modifying Xc accordingly. For example, if Dt equals,
0.002 cm2/s instead of 0.008 as given above, and the value for Jt is a
measured value that does not change, then the Xc of 1.8 m is increased by
0.2 m to a value of 2.0 m, because the Dt is reduced by a factor of four.
Furthermore, if Pc were equal to 0.25 instead of 0.3, then the porosity
ratio decreases by about 0.2, so that Xc is decreased from 2.0 m to 1.9 m.
If in the original example Jt were based upon a calculated value instead of
a measured va I ue so that a change in Dt affects va I ue of Jto then a
reduction in Dt by a factor of four would yield a reduction in the cover
thickness of 0.2 m, from 1.8 m to 1.6 m.
TABLE 1
RULES OF THUMB FOR ESTIMATING COVER THICKNESSES
Parameter Change

Change In
Parameter VaI ue

Pc (l-0.74 me)
Pd1-0.74 mtl

0.2 decrease

Dt
(Jt unchanged)
Dt, Jt

Resulting Changes
In Cover Thickness
0.1 m decrease

factor of 2 increase

0.1 m decrease

factor of 2 increase

0.1 m increase
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2.6 MULTIREGION SYSTEMS
The ~athematical solutions for multi-layer covers involving three(13)
and four\59) region systems have been presented previously.
A general
multi~egion system must be solved by computer using matrix formulations of
the diffUsion equations; however, approximate analytical solutions are also
ava i 1ab le.
2.6.1

The RAE COM Computer Code

RAE COM (acronym for Radon Attenuation Effectiveness and Cover
.Qptimization with Moisture effect~.)- is a FORTRAN computer program which
determines the radOn fluxes and concentrations in a multilayer uranium
tailings and cover system and then optimizes the thickness of a specified
cover layer to satisfy given constraints on~the maximum radon flux.( 48 )
A logic flow diagram for the code is shown in Figure 6. First, the
D's are calculated from a correlation if they are not input directly. Then
the migration of radon is determined for the specified cover character i st i cs and the radon concentrat ions (C), and the radon fl uxes (J) are
calculated. The cover optimization is performed yielding adjusted values
(x) for the layer thicknesses. The radon migration calculations are then
repeated for each J and C with the adjusted cover layer thicknesses, and
the resulting surface flux, J c , is tested against the specified criterion,
Jcrit. If this criterion is satisfied, the code proceeds to final output.
If the flux criterion is not satisfied, appropriate layer thicknesses are
adjusted within the specified constraints, radon migration calculations are
repeated, and the surface radon fl ux is again tested against the fl ux
criterion. This process is repeated until all criteria are satisfied. The
code then prints out all radon attenuation data. The input data format and
code listing are given in Appendix B.
2.6.2 Approximate Expressions
When it is necessary to estimate the radon fl ux from a multil ayer
system or to determine a cover layer thickness without resorting to a
computer calculation, approximate analytical expressions may be used. The
expressions presented in this section can be used for that purpose.
The procedure for multilayer systems utilizes a sequential application
of Equations 4 or 8 to each cover layer. The procedure treats the cover
layer in question as a single cover system with a modified source layer
accounting for the tailings and all cover layers beneath the layer in
question.
In order to apply Equation 8 to the layer in question, an
estimate must be made of the radon flux from the previous layer, Jto and
the diffusion coefficient of the source, Dt. Following are the steps in
this procedure utilizing the cover system configuration shown in Figure 7:
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INPUT SYSTEM
DESCRIPTION
PARAMETERS

CALCULATE D'S
FROM
CORRELATION

NO

YES

CALCULATE RADON
FLUXES AND
CONCENTRATIONS
AT
LAYER INTERFACES

NO

ADJUST SI'ECIFIED LAYER
THICKNESS AND
RECALCULATE RADON
FLUXES AND
CONCENTRATIONS

YES

PRINTOUT FINAL
COVER
CONFIGURATION
AND
RADON FLUXES

FIGURE 6.

RAE-100859

MAJOR COMPONENTS OF RAE COM MODEL.
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FIGURE 7.

PARAMETERS FOR A MULTILAYER COVER SYSTEM.
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1. Calculate the radon flux from the first cover layer, Jc1, using
Equation 4 and the tailings and first cover parameters.
2.

Calculate an equivalent source diffusion coefficient, Dt1,
from Equation 9:
Dt1

= Dte-bc1Xc1

+ Dc1(1 - e-bc1Xc1)

(9)

3. Dt1 is used in analyzing the second cover layer. If the
cover consists of only two layers, use J c1 as Jt and Dt1
as Dt in Equation 8 to calculate the required thickness
of layer 2, xc2' The new source term thickness is xcI +
Xt. The DU is used to compute 'at and bt for Equation 8.
4.

If xc2 is specified and the thickness of~a third cover
layer is to be adjusted to satisfy the flux criterion,
then use Equation 4 to calculate a new J c2 with J c1 as
Jt, Dt1 as Dt, and xcI plus Xt as the source thickness.
The Dt1 is used to compute at and bt in Equation 14.

5. Obtain a new source term diffusion coefficient for
analyzing layer 3 from Equation 10:
Dt2 = Dt e-bc1Xc1 -bc2xc2 + Dc1 (1 _ e~bc1Xc1)e~bc2Xc2
+ Dc2 (1 - e-bC2Xc2)
6.

If the cover consists of three- layers use Jc2as Jt>
Dt2 as Dt to compute at and bt, and the sum of xcI, xc2,
and Xt for the source term thickness in Equation 8to
calculate the required thickness of cover layer 3.

7.

For more than three cover layers repeat the above process
as often as necessary, using Equation 11 to obtain the
diffusion coefficient for the modified source term to
1ayer n + 1:
Dt

n

=

(10)

J

n b · Xc . + Dc (1 - e-bcn xcn)
Dt exp [ - 'E
i =1 c1 1
n

n-1

+'E

i=l

(11)

Dc ·(l 1

2.6.3 Examples of Multiregion Calculations
The tailings pile described in the first example is to be covered with
0.5 meter of a good qual ity cl ay and suffi cient overburden to ach ieve a
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surface flux of 20 pCi/m 2s. What thickness of overburden should be used?
The basic material parameters are:

~

D

P

M

m

tail ings

0.013 cm2/s

0.44

11.7

0.4

clay

0.0078 cm 2/s

0.30

6.3

0.4

overburden

0.022 cm2/s

0.37

5.4

0.25

First, the bare tailings flux is the same as before:

=

Jt
Then, ca leu 1ate
Equation 4.

198 pCi/m 2s

the

attenuation

through

the

cl ay

component

usi ng

2( 198)( 0.440)
2.893 - (0.173)
J c1

=

64.1 pCi m- 2s- 1

Now, determine the diffusion coefficient for the source term to the
overburden (the source is now the tailings and clay) using Equation 9.
DU

=

Dt exp( -bPI) + D1 [ 1 - exp( -bPI)]

Dt1

=
=

(0.013)(0.440) + (0.0078)(1 - 0.44)

Dt1

0.0101 cm 2/s

The value of DU is then substituted for Dt and J c 1 = 64.1 is
substituted for Jt in Equation 8, giving
x2 = 102 1n [
x2

= 146

cm

6.41
]
1.475 + 0.051

= overburden

thickness

The total cover thickness is therefore 146 cm + 50 cm = 196 cm. In
this calculation the effective source thickness is assumed to be large
enough so that tanh atxt is unity.
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The parameters specified in the above example were also used to
construct the input to the RAECOM program as specified in Appendix B. The
RAE COM calculations, shown in Table 2, yield an overburden thickness of
149 cm. Thus, the approximate procedure gives a result that is 3 cm less
than the ex~ct calculation, well within acceptable uncertainty limits.
2.7

COVER SOURCE CONSIDERATIONS

The example calculations of the previous sections did not consider any
surface radon fl ux contri buti on from radi urn in the covers.
The cover
source term was set: equal to zero. For soil cover materials containing
background values of radon, the effect of the radon from the covers is very
small and is approximately additive, so that the component of the radon
flux from radium in the cover material does not appreciably alter the
component of the radon flux from radium in the tailings.
Furthermore,
the linearity assumption for tailings plus cover fluxes is conservative;
that is, the surface flux due only to the tailings is slightly less with a
cover source term than without the cover source term.
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TABLE 2
RAECOM CALCULATION OF MULTIREGION EXAMPLE

RAECOM CALCULATION OF MULTIREGION EXAMPLE

********** I ~ PUT PAR AMET E RS **********
NUMBER OF LAms :
RADON FLUX INTO LAYER 1 :
SURFACE RADON CONCENTRATION :
LAYER 3 ADJUSTED TO MEET Jerit :
BARE SOURCE FLUX (Jo) FROM LAYER 1:
LAYER THICKNESS
(em)

DIFF

***** RESULTS OF

Notation:

com

(em2lsee)
1.3000E-02
7.8000E-03
2.2000E-02

500.
50.
100.

1
2
3

3 ,
0.000
0.000
20.0
198.4

LAYER

THICKNESS
(em)

1
2
3

500.
50.
149.

pCi/m2/see
pCi/liter
+1- 0.rOOE-02 pCi/m2/see
pCi/m2/see

POROSITY
0.4400
0.3000
0.3700

SOURCE
MOISTURE
(pCi/em3/see) (dry wt. percent)
5.73001;-04
11.70
0.0000E-01
6.30
O.OOOOE-Ol
5.40

RADO N DIFF US ION
EXIT FLUX
(pCi/m2/see)
7.6937E+Ol
4.5285E+Ol
2.00llE+Ol

EXIT CONC.
(pCilli ter)
1. 6701E+05
4.4198E+04
0.0000E-01

.5000+003 = 0.5x10 3
pCi/sqm*sec = pCi m- 2s- 1
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CAL CUL AT ION
MIC
0.7025
0.7063
0.8163

*****

3.

. MEASUREMENT OF THE RADON DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT

The degree of radon flux reduction provided by a tailings cover
depends on the time required for the radon to diffuse through the cover,
and thus to partially decay in it. Therefore, the diffusion coefficient of
the soil is of central importance to determine the required cover thickness
to achieve a given radon flux reduction. It is therefore advantageous to
know as accurately as possible the D of the candidate cover material. The
diffusion coefficient is most accurately determined by direct measurement.
The measurabl~ quantities in determining D are the radon flux and the radon
concentration;
Utilizing the appropriate equations, D can be calculated
from any combination of two measurements of flux and concentration which
directly involve the source and the cover.
The three most common pairs of me~surements to determine Dare:
a) the source fl ux and the fl ux through the cover; b) the source fl ux and
the equilibrium concentration at the bottom of the cover; and c) the
concentration at the bottom of the cover and at the top of the cover within
a sealed system. Variations on these methods have also been used. Radon
diffusion coefficients can be measured either in the laboratory or in the
field. Field measurements offer the advantage of exposure to actual wind,
sun, rain and other significant environmental parameters which may affect
the soil moisture content and its diffusion coefficient. However higher
variability complicates the interpretation of field data.
Laboratory
measurements of D provide better control over the soil and diffusion conditions. The expense of testing soils in the laboratory is also generally
less than for field tests, as are the time requirements for the tests.
This chapter summarizes the three main methods for measuring D.
Advantages and disadvantages of each method are presented, along with the
variations of each method which have been used to calculate D. The final
section presents a sensitivity analysis of each of the three main
procedures.
3.1
3.1.1

LABORATORY MEASUREMENTS
Bare Flux and Covered Flux

The D of a cover can be calculated from the measurements of the radon
fl ux frQm the bare ta i 1i ng s and from the covered ta il i ngs placed ina ta 11
column.l 21 ,22,26} This procedure requires a two-step calculation. The 0
of the tailings is first calculated from bare flux measurements using
That information is then used in Equation 4 with measured
Equation 3.
va 1ues of the fl ux from the covered ta i 1i ngs to ca1cu 1ate the D of the
cover. The radon flux can be measured using either activated charcoal or
accumulator cans.(49,50) Additional quantities which must be measured or
estimated are the radium content, emanating power, dry bulk density, and
the porosity of the tailings. The porosity of the cover should also be
measured or estimated.
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An advantage of, the fl ux-fl ux method is that it provides a direct
measurement of the cover effectiveness which is consistent with its field
application. Various layers can also be combined to simulate desired cover
designs. A disadvantage is that large columns and volumes of tailings and
soi 1 are l:equired mak i ng the preparat i on cumbersome. The one-month delay
times necessary to allow for radon equilibration in the source and cover
are also a disadvantage.
'
3.1.2 Bare Flux and Covered Source Concentration
The D of a cqver mater i ali n a short co 1umn can be determi ned from
measurements of the bare flux from the radon source and the radon
concentration 9t the base of the cover after the cover system has
equilibrated.(31~33)
Additional quantities which must be known or
estimated are the D of the source and the dry porosity
of the cover soil .
.,
An advantage of measuring the bare flux and the covered source
concentrati on is the improved sens it i vity for m~asllrements when the radon
does not decay significantly within the cover.(32) The smaller samples
required also allow greater control of moistures and densities.
A
disadvantage is the poor sensitivity for low diffusion coefficients.
3.1.3 Transient Radon Concentration Above A Cover
If a test cover is sealed on one side and its other side is suddenly
exposed to a high constant radon concentration, the concentration of radon
at the sealed surface will increase with time until it,reaches some steadystate concentration. Measurements of the increase with time, or transient
radon concentration at the sealed surface provide a sensitive measure of
the diffusion coefficient of the material. Although a comparison of the
steady-state concentration with the source concentration may also sometimes
allow calculation of a diffusion coefficient, the calculatiors )from the
transient radon concentration curve are usually most sensitive. 2R
For the transient diffusion measurements the radon source provides a
high constant concentration of radon which is suddenly introduced to the
entrance of the diffusion tube containing the soil.
By monitoring the
variation in alpha activity with time at the other end of the tube, a
unique activity curve is measured which is characterist.ic of the diffusion
coefficient of the test material.
Figure 8 illustrates measured and
expected curves for various values of D.
Major advantages of this method are the short time requirement, the
freedom fromatmospheri c pressure vari at ions, the small amount of sample
required, and the possibility for moisture control in the sealed system.
The preparation can be completed within a few hours, and the data collection can often be completed within a few days or less. This method can
also combine the sensitivity of transient measurements for high D with the
sensitivity of steady-state measurements for low D. A comparison of D's
measured with this apparatus has shown the results to be not only
internally
consistent
but
also
consistent
with
steady-state

\
,
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procedures. (34) A disadvantage is the inability to combine various soil
layers to simulate composite covers. The small sample sizes utilized and
the complexity of time-dependent, multilayer calculations cause this
experimental limitation.
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3.1.4

~

Other Laboratory Methods of Measuring D

Although the three procedures described above are the most commonly
used methods of measuring D, other methods have also been used. A sealed
co 1umn can be used to measure steady-state radon concentrat ions above and
below a cover. This procedure is similar to the equilibrium condition of
the transient procedure described above, and offers the same advantage of
retaining the moisture uniformly within the soil. This method also does
not require the complex equipment 'of the transient method, but only Lucas
cells for measuring radon concentrations.
A method for transient data co11e~tion has also been utilized to
measure the D through solid uranium ore.\51,52) A cylindrical ore disk is
sealed on its flat faces as well as the edge and the radon concentration is
is allowed to increase to equilibrium. At time zero the seal is removed
from the faces and air is passed over the faces and analyzed for radon content.
The value of D is then calculated from the exhalation rates at
different times.
This procedure is generally useful only for radiumbearing SOUrce material.
3.2

FIELD MEASUREMENTS

Measurements made in the field are more representative of actual
diffusion coefficients and cover performance.
However, it is more
difficult to analyze field data due to the greater variability caused by
environmental conditions.
It is also more costly and often more time
consuming because more field measurements are usually required for adequate
precision. Many of the techniques described above for laboratory measurements can also be utilized under field conditions.
Kraner, et. a1.,(7) measured radon soil-gas concentrations at various
depths and derived the D of the soil as well as the surface flux from these
data. Although this procedure can result in a reasonable estimate of the
diffusion coefficIent it is relatively insensitive under most. condittons.
It can be shown that a large variation in diffusion coefficient can result
from only minor variations in the soil-gas concentrations.
Hartley, et. aT.,(53) measured the flux from a bare tailings pile and
the flux through various tailings covers.
By estimating the other
necessary information the average D of the covers were ca.lcu1ated) using the
same procedure outlined in Section 3.1.1. Nielson, et. aT.,\36 combined
the various methods in large columns buried in three tailings piles. The
bare fluxes, covered fluxes, and radon soil gas concentrations were
measured. Utilizing the method of Se~tiQn 3.1.2 and .Reference 7, the D for
each field experiment was ca1cu1ated.\36)

\
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3.3 ANALYSIS OF UNCERTAINTIES
An important factor in selecting a method to measure the diffusion
coefficient of a soil is its ability to provide a precise and accurate
result.~ Thus, it is helpful to examine the uncertainties associated with
the various methods to determine the range of diffusion coefficients to
which each is best suited. The magnitude of the relative uncertainty in D,
shown in Figure 9, is determined for each method using representative
values for the measurement systems described in Section 3.1. As shown in
the fi gure, the uncerta i nt i es are a funct i on of the term (bx) •
Furthermore, th~ transient diffusion instrumentation provides for the
lowest overall 'relative uncertainties in D.
When bx exceeds 1.8, the
steady-state concentrations corresponding to the plateaus in Figure 8 can
be used to obtain the relative uncertainties shown for the concentration -'
concentration method in Figure 9. When bx is less than 1.8, the transient
method clearly exhibits the lowest uncertainty of the four methods.
3.4 VALUES OF MEASURED DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT
Diffu~ion coefficients for radon have been measured in a wide variety
of earthen materi a 1s under several research projects (26, 34-36) over the
past two years. The measurements have generally been aimed at determining
the suitability of the materials as tailings covers. A data base of radon
diffusion coefficients was recently assembled from the results of the
various measurements and was used to evaluate the overall ran~~s and
typical values of diffusion coefficients of earthen materials.(39,o4} The
data base includes the dry densities and moisture contents of the 'soils and
thus allows examination of variations with moisture and compaction. Much
of the recent data also include si eve ana lyses, water drainage characteristics, and other soil parameters used in later studies on the effects
of moisture, compaction and soil texture on diffusion coefficients.

The diffusion coefficient data base contains nearly 200 elements, a
representative sample of which is shown in Figure 10. The data were mostly
measured by the time-dependent technique, but also include many steadystate and some field measurements.
The diffusion coefficients are
relatively constant at absolute dryness, averaging 0.061 ~ 0.006 cm2/s for
the dry soils tested. It is well known that increasing moisture causes
lower diffusion coefficients.
The variation in diffusion coefficients at intermediate moistures can
be largely attributed to varying pore size distributions; however, the
variation at high moistures (m = 0.9-1.0) cannot. Instead, this variation
results from the very steep variation in diffusion coefficients with
moisture as m approaches unity.
This causes large apparent errors in
diffusion coefficients to result from relatively small errors in sample
moisture content, density, or specific gravity estimates from which the
saturation, m, is estimated.
The large variation near saturation in
Figure 10 is therefore attributed to uncertainties in the degree of
moisture saturation of the soil samples.
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A bias is noted in comparing the diffusion coefficients at saturation.
in Figure 10 with the expected value of 6x10- 6 cm2/s, the diffusion
coefficient fOT completely saturated soils. This is due to difficulty in
complete]y saturating a sample, and also to truncation of the lower part of
the distribution of these coefficients.
The truncation occurs because
diffusion coefficients of >10- 5 cm2/s require about seven days for
detecti on of the radon gas front and measurements l'Iere often termi nated
before this time. Although upper limits such as <10- 5 cm 2/s were estimated
from the termination time, these values were not included in the data base.
Other soil,' properties besides soil moisture may have an influence
on D. One parameter, the percent passing a 200 mesh sieve, is a convenient
way to classify soils. The diffusion coefficients and other properties of
several soils are given in Table 3. The soil description is based upon the
percentage of clays and silts in the material~ which is determined from the
fraction passing a No. 200 mesh screen. The soils in Table 3 are placed
into the following four groups, according to the fraction passing a No. 200
sieve: less than 0.3, 0.3 to 0.5, 0.5 to 0.8 and 0.8 to 1.0. Within each
group the soils are ordered according to increasing dry weight percent
moisture. For the first group the moisture varies from 1.0 to 9.8 percent.
These lower values are typical for sandy soils.
The second group has
moistures ranging from 0.8 to 18.2 percent. The data base for the third
group has a limited number of data points and the moistures only range up
to 11.7 percent. The moisture range for the last group is 6 to 38 percent,
representative of cl ayey soil s. This data base only contains diffusion
coefficients for soils compacted to greater than 90 percent of standard
Since it is important that the highest practical
Proctor density.(39)
compaction be achieved for earthen covers over the tailings so that maximum
radon attenuation is obtained, pertinent engineering specifications should
usually call for compactions of at least 90 percent of standard Proctor
compaction.
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TABLE 3
MEASURED RADON DIFFUSION COEFFICIENTS FOR EARTHEN MATERIALS

i·
II,

):

D

Percent
M
Passing A Moisture
#200 Mesh (dry wt.%)
0-30%

30-50%

p

Density
(g/cm3)

Diffusi on
Percent
M
Coefficient Passing A Moisture
(cm 2/s)
#200 Mesh (dry wt.%)

1.0
1.2
1.5
2.3
3.0
3.4
4.4
5.4
9.8

1.81
1.87
1.83
1.83
1.72
1.79
1.83
1.78
1.82

0.030
.062
.023
.031
.028
.024
.056
.036
.0056

0.8
1.9
2.4
3.3
3.4
3.5
3.9
4.2
4.6
5.1
5.2
5.3
6.3
6.4
6.8
7.6
8.4
9.0
9.3
12.0
14.0
15.0

1.86
1.72
1.82
1.68
1.76
1.70
1.62
1.63
1.80
1.68
1.80
1.73
1.82
1.60
1.64
1.62
1.64
1.81
1.69
1.69
1.80
1.80

0.020
.039
.035
.016
.030
.038
.017
.061
.037
.028
.036
.027
.031
.045
.025
.018
.011
.0029
.014
.0091
.0018
.00081
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p

Density
(g/cm3 )

D
i;
Diffusion Ii
Coefficient 1
(cm 2/s)

17.5
17.9
17.9
18.2

1.80
1.80
1.81
1.80

0.000040
.000079
.000079
.000032

50-80%

1.6
2.4
3.1
5.1
10.6
11.7

1.61
1.93
1.76
1.68
1.72
1.55

0.029
.039
.026
.024
.017
.022

80-100%

6.0
6.0
8.5
9.1
10.0
11.0
11.3
11.6
13.7
13.8
15.0
16.0
21.0
23.0
23.0
24.5
25.5
27.6
27.7
38.0 .

1.84
1.30
1.45
1.93
1.79
i.68
1.35
1.81
1.89
1.90
1.65
1.37
1.36
1.36
1.31
1.35
1.38
1.30
1.37
1.30

0.012
.036
.054
.0015
.020
.030
.037
.0042
.0013
.0022
.0010
.038
.0142
.0150
.0047
.0134
.0122
.0052
.0067
.000lD

30-50%

(cont)

.,

4.

ESTIMATING DIFFUSION COEFFICIENTS

Radon diffusion coefficients for earthen materials have traditionally
been dgtermi ned from 1aboratory measurements with the subject soil at a
prescribed moisture content and compaction. However. it is often desirable
to estimate the diffusion coefficient of materials under varying conditions
for which measured values are not available. This can be done with either
complex mode 1s based upon physi ca1 characterist i cs of the soi 1. or upon
empirical correlations based upon measured values of D. Both approaches
are discussed in this chapter. and the advantages and disadvantages of each
are given. Because soil moisture and compaction are important factors in
the value of D for a given soil. they are also examined in detail in this
chapter.
In order to predict the diffusion coefficient of radon from physical
properti es of an earthen materi a1 without conducti ng radon measurements.
empirical correlations have generally been u?e<l..
One of the earlier
correlations is the corr(el~tion with moisture(55) which was used in the
GElS on uranium millirlg. 46) Another is a correlation with the air-filled
porosity of the soil. Z3) Although these correlations permit estimation of
diffusion coefficients from soil properties rather than diffusion measurements, their basis is still a series of measured values of diffusion
coefficients.
4.1

DIFFUSION COEFFI CIENT MODEL

Recently. a theoretical model has been developed for estimating radon
diffusion
coeffi ~ients without re lyi ng on fitted parameters to radon
diffusion data.(41)
The formalism considers the detailed composition of
the pore fluid as well as a statistical definition of the pore structure of
the material. As illustrated in Figure 11. the pore fluid is modeled as a
two-phase mixture of air and water. with radon diffusion occurring in both
phases. and with radon exchange occurring between the air and water. The
pore structure is modeled from the measured pore size distribution of the
soil, and is described by the weighted average of all combinations of
single and composite pores. The soil parameters required to estimate a
radon diffusion coefficient are thus the moisture. the packing density and
the pore size distribution.

:1

~~

II

II
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Agreement between the model calculations and measured D values is
generally within the experimental) uncertainties in the data.
A typical
result is shown in Figure 12.(54
For the calculations, the pore size
distribution was deduc~d both from water drainage curves and from particle
size distributions.(54)

'j

I,I
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I

4.2

DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT CORRELATIONS

Empirical correlations for estimating D have the advantage of being
simple and easy to use. with a minimal amount of information needed. One
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COMPARISON OF RADON DI FFUSI ON COEFFI CIENTS AND MODEL
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of the earlY correlations related 0 with the wet weight-percent moisture in
the soil. (50) Subsequently, the development of the model for 0 revealed
that the fraction of saturation, m, was the primary fundamental parameter
characterizing D. A more recent correlation using the parameter, m, is
recom~nded for use.
It is given by:

o=

0.07 eX P[-4(m - mp2 + m5)],

(12)

lI
I

I,
I

~

,~

and is p10tted:in Figures 10 andJ2.

,!

The relationship between the fraction of saturation, m, and the
commonly-measured moisture percentage, M, is:

f

~

.,

m = 10- 2 M/(l/p - l/g) ,

(13)

I

!I
i
I

where
p

= dry bulk density (g cm- 3)

g = specific gravity (g cm- 3)
M = dry weight percent moisture (gm water/gm dry soil) x 102
The exponenti a1 argum~nt in the correlation is a simple power series
in m, where the first term defines the general downward slope. The second
term contains the porosity influence and also causes a more gradual
decrease with moisture in the pore filling region. The final term in the
exponenti a1 argument accounts for major pore blockage near saturation and
causes the more rapid decreases needed in this region.
4.3 UNCERTAINTIES OF 0 CORRELATION ESTIMATES
The correlation shown in Figure 10 has a geometric standard deviation
of 2.0.' However, individual estimates for a particular soil at a given
moisture may be uncertain by as much as an order of magnitude, especially
for higher values of m.
';

A reduction can be achieved in the error associated with a 0 value
from the correlation if just one measurement is made with the candidate
soil. In general, if the 0 at a given m for a specific soil is higher than
the correlation, it will remain higher for other values of m. As seen in
Figure 13, this is also true if the measured 0 is lower than the correlation. Values for the four soils shown in the figure also indicate the fact
that materials with a wide range of particle sizes have lower D values.
Therefore, by normalizing the correlation to a measured value for the D of
a specific soil at a given m, more accurate estimates can be made for the 0
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of the same soil at different m values. The normalization is performed by
multiplying the term 0.07 in Equation 12 by the ratio of the measured 0 to
the correlation 0 at the m value of the measurement.
4.4 ESTIMATES OF THE LONG-TERM MOISTURE CONTENT OF SOILS
The moisture content of earthen materials has been shown to markedly
affect their properties for radon gas diffusion, salt and radionuclide
transport, physical stability, and support of vegetation. Because of these
effects, the mo'isture contents in covers for uranium mill tailings are of
particular interest for proper containment and stabilization of the
tailings and their decay products. 'Since tailings containment systems must
function for very long time periods, the long-term equilibrium moisture
characteristics are of particular interest."
There presently exist several complex models for calculating
equilibrium soil moistures.(56-58).
However, cons.iderable detailed
meteorological, hydrological and geophysical data are needed as input to
these models and a detailed discussion of the models is beyond the scope of
this handbook. There are several empirical and semi -empirical approaches
that give a satisfactory estimate of the long-term moisture. One simgl~
engineering correlation, given in the previous edition of this, handbook,\1}
has been extended to include the effects of soil type.\54,59). The
resulting expression is:
.
mr

=[ 0.124Pl-.

- 0.0012E - 0.04 + 0.156 f cm] ,

(14)

where
mr

=

residual soil moisture in soil overlying a deep aquifer
(fraction of saturation)

P = annual precipitation (in)
E
f cm

=
=

annual lake evaporation (in)
soil fraction passing a No. 200 mesh

The correlation in Equation 14 ·is applicable to a location with a deep
water table. If the water table is shallow, then the correlation for m
becomes:
(15)
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where
H

= depth to the water table (ft)

Equation 14 can also be expressed in the form to estimate the dry-

weig~t percent soil moisture:(59)

M= 3~IP~ - 0.03E + 3.9f cm

1~0

(16)

where Mis the:dry weight percent soil moisture.
4.5 COMPACTION EFFECTS ON DIFFUSION COEFFICIENTS
,
Compaction of the cover materials generally reduces the equilibrium D
value. The dominant effect is from the increase in the equilibrium m;
however, for some soils, 0 also decrease with greater compaction at a
fixed m. For soils with higher compactions, such as represented by the
data in Table 3, systematic biases from the correlation are observed for
certain types of soils.
The soil description in Table 3 is based upon the percentage of clays
and silts in the material, which is determined from the fraction passing a
No. 200 mesh screen. As stated previous ly, the so il s are pl aced into four
groups, according to the fraction passing a No. 200 sieve.
Diffusion coefficients from the first group are an average of
20 percent lower than the correlation, and those from the second 9rouP are
50 percent lower. Those in the third group are within one percent of the
correlation, on the average, and the fourth group averages 30 percent
higher than the correlation.
These biases should be applied to the
correlation in Equation 12 if it is used to obtain an estimate of D. For
example, for a soil with f cm less than 0.3, the D obtained from Equation 12
can be divided by 1.2 to obtain a more accurate estimate of D.
The biases are consl'st~nt with predictions from the diffusion
coefficient computer model. 41) A material with a high clay-silt content
is not as effective in attenuative radon as a material with a wide range of
particle sizes, for a given saturation percentage. These characteristics
should be considered when selecting cover materials.
A significant increase in the lower limit of the volumetric water
content, 8, also occurs for many soils at higher compactions. The i9creas~
was particularly significant for densities exceeding 1.5 g/cm 3.\26,60)
Examination of the relationship between m, 8 and porosity, p, is helpful in
explaining the increases
m = 8/p
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(17)

The volumetric moisture, 0, increases because the pore size decreases, and
additional moisture is retained in the pores due to their smaller radius,
and hence their increase suction. In addition, the porosity decreases with
increasing compaction. In some cases m more than doubles in magnitude for
density increases of 30 percent.
The dual effect of increasing compaction on 0 is illustrated in
Figure 14. This well-graded soil has 25 percent passing a No. 200 mesh.
Increasing the bulk density by eight percent increases the equilibrium m by
about 0.12. It also results in a value of 0 that is about a factor of four
less than the correlation value of 0 at the same value of m. The effect of
compaction oJ] - f!quilibrium soil moistures has also been demonstrated in
field tests.\38}
4.6 SUMMARY
A simple correlation can be used to estimate 0 for many soils. The
uncertainty associated with the correlation can be reduced by removing the
variability associated with the soil type. This can be accomplished by
normalizing the correlation to a data point for the soil under investigaton. The moisture content of the soil greatly influences 0, thus. it is
important to consider the moisture when estimating or measuring D.
Finally, a higher compacted soil generally has a higher equilibrium
moisture content and a lower 0 than the same soil at a lower compaction.
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5.

OTHER FACTORS INFLUENCING RADON MIGRATION

Three other factors influencing radon migration warrant consideration.
They are the source term (the tail ings), the effects of defects in the
.
cover: and the effects of advection.
5.1 RADON SOURCE TERM
Characterization of the source term is a major step in performing the
design analyst'S of an adequate cover system. As given by Equation 3, the
key parameters for the source ter:m are the radium concentration, the dry
bulk density, the emanating power, and the diffusion coefficient.
Values for the radium concentration, "'R, of tail ings can be measured
directly from tailings salJ1[lles by the radon equilibrium method, and by
direct gamma spectroscopy.\26,61) If a radium analysis is not available,
it can be estimated quite accurately from the uranium concentration of the
ore as specified by the ore grade, using the following equation:
R = KaG

(IS)

where

= ore grade (wt% U30S)
Ka = 2S12 pCi (226Ra) per gram soil/(wt% U30S)
G

Th is equat i on pres urnes equ il i bri urn between the uran i urn and rad i urn in
the ore and all radium being contained in the tailings.
The bulk density, pb, of the solid tailings material is a relatively
easy measurement to perform. In the absence of measured data a typical
value of 1.5 g/cm3 can be used for the bulk dry density. The density of
most tailings piles wlll be within 35 percent of this value.
The emanating power, E, for uranium tailings is the fraction of the
radon generated that is free to diffuse in the pore spaces. It has been
shown recently(62) that E varies with moisture. A~ sbown in Figure 15, E
can vary considerably for different tailings piles.\59j However, for most
practical applications with uranium tailings, a value of 0.2 is a
reasonable estimate of E. The data shown in Figure 15 are based upon a few
grab samples per pile.
5.2 SOURCE TERM IMPACTS ON RECLAMATION DESIGN
The utilization of source term information can have beneficial impacts
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on remedial action design concepts.
For example, the sand component of
tailings can be effective as a bottom layer of a tailings cover. As an
illustration, the original pile configuration consists of a central core of
slimes surrounded by an outer ring of sands. The slimes occupy 40 percent
of the pil e and the sands compri se 60 percent of the ta i 1i ngs. Other key
parame1:ers used in the radon calculations for this example are given in
Table 4. The example is for a warm, dry climate with a dry, sandy material
used for the cover.
The volume average radium content for the pile is
660 pCi/g, yielding an average bare tailings flux of 557 pCi/m 2s.
The
calculated cover thickness required to reduce the average surface flux to
20 pCi/m 2s is 494 em.
Some savings in cover costs can be realized by
coveri ng the 5:1 imes porti on of the pi 1e with sand ta il i ngs.
The sand
tailings are not as effective as, the cover material because they have
elevated radium concentrations; however, their use as a lower cover layer
result in a net decrease in the amount of clean cover material required, so
that using a sand tailings layer of 122 em, the clean cover thickness
required is reduced from 494 em to 410 em.
A series of calculations were also performed for varying thicknesses
of the sand tai 1i ngs 1ayer, and a sand ta il i ngs cover effici ency for the
example was generated. It is defined as the fraction of clean cover that
can be rep 1aced by sandy ta i 1i ngs to yi e 1d the same radon attenuat i on
through the system. As shown in Figure 16, the sand tailings are nearly as
effective as the clean cover. The cover efficiency varies from 60 percent
to 80 percent, decreasing with increasing sand tailings layer thickness. A
cover efficiency of 70 percent means that one meter of sand tailings as
cover is equivalent to 0.7 m of a clean cover soil with the same D value.
5.3

LONG-TERM INTEGRITY OF TAILINGS COVERS

A major consideration in determining the radon release from a tailings
cover system is the long-term condition and integrity of the tailings and
cover system itself.
Even though an effective cover may be placed
initially over the tailings, there are many mechanisms that can disrupt a
cover, and, because radon generally takes the path of 1east resi stance,
these mechanisms can render a significant part of the cover less effective
in attenuating radon. The diffusion and advection mechanisms responsible
for 'the transport of radon through porous materials can cause radon to
migrate significant dista~ces from its point of origin if there are defects
in~he material.
Three of these mechanisms which can disrupt a cover are
vegetation, cracking and animal burrowing. The growth of vegetation in the
cover may affect the cover integrity in several ways.
First, the
occurrence of plants will remove moisture from the cover soil due to plant
transpirati on. This loss of moi sture can dramat i ca lly reduce the covers I
effectiveness in attenuation radon. For example, if a cover, which contains a 12 percent dry-weight moisture, reduces the flux to 2 pCi/m 2sec,
them the same cover with a 7 percent moisture content and the same total
porosity only reduces the flux to 17 pCi m2sec. A decrease to five percent
would yield a surface flux of about 25 pCi/m 2sec. Second, if the plant
dies or lapses into a dormant or semi dormant state during periods of
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TABLE 4
KEY PARAMETERS FOR SOURCE CALCULATION EXAMPLE

Parameter
Radium Content
Density

Value For
Sl imes

Value For
Sands

600 pCi

200 pCi

1.6 g/cm 3

1.6 g/cm 3

Porosity

0.38

Emanation Coefficient

0.4

0.38

.,

0.3

Dt

0.01 cm 2/s

0.02 cm 2/s

Dc

0.035 cm 2/s

0.035 cm 2/s

reduced precipitation, then air channels surrounding the roots may develop
in the cover so il due to the reduct ion ins i ze of roots. Th i s dormant
state can occur repeatedly for a significant fraction of each year.
A series of three-dimensional radon diffusion calculations have been
performed for tailings cover syst~ms with cracks and with holes from
burrowing animals and vegetation.( 43 ) Although the results of calculations
depend somewhat upon the particular geometry of the cover penetrations, and
other diffusi on properti es, the cover degradat i on with· penetrat i on
magnitude can generally be approximated by the correlation shown in
Figure 17. This correlation was obtained from the results of the series of
3-D cOJllJ!!l.ter calculations applied to various penetration geometries and
sizes.( 43 ) The abscissa of Figure 17 is the percentage area occupied by
the disruption (cracks or holes). The ordinate is the percentage effective
loss of cover effectiveness to the depth of the disruption. For example, a
disruption that opens four percent of the area can result in a 50 percent
loss of the effectiveness of the portion of the cover affected by the
disruption. If the roots extend five feet, then the top five feet of cover
has the effectiveness of only 2.5 feet of original cover. However, cracks
in properly des i gned tail i ngs covers are genera lly re 1ati ve1y shallow and
have only a minor effect on the surface radon flux.
In other work on the effects of cover defects,(44,45) multidimensional
diffusion theory calculations suggest that a collection of cover defects
which enhance radon flux by a factor of two or more will be easily
recognized, e.g., cracks at least 2 cm wide, spaced less than 1 m apart and
penetrating 75% of the cover thickness.
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The( fo)llowin g techniques are recommended to avoid the formation of
defects: 45

1.

Avoid soils that form shrinkage cracks. These. include soils
that a.re rich in smectites, i.e., aluminosilicate clays which
form wide and deep shrinkage cracks. They can be detected
by standard soil shrinkage tests or by a variety of tests
that ch~racterize clays.

2.

Avoid soils that are eroded easily by precipitation runoff.
Th~se include sodic soils, i.e., soils containing unusually
high concentrations of )eachable sodium ion. They can be
identified by their sodium. adsorption ratios being greater
than 15.

3.

Use care in the design and application of the cover.

In summary, several techniques are avail able for maintaining cover
. integrity. If cracks develop the percentage loss of cover effectiveness in
the crack depth .zone is ~pproximately equal to twelve times the percent of
the surface area disrupted by cracks (Figure 17).
5.4

RADON TRANSPORT BY ADVECTION

Over the last several years there has been growing evidence presented
to suggest enhanced radon transport in the env ironment.
Measured radon
re 1eases from the earth I s surface have been assoc i ated with rad i urn and
urani urn sources that are suffi cient ly removed from the earth I s surface
to prec 1ude normal diffusi ona 1 processes from bei ng the domi nant
mechanism by wh.ich the radon is transported to the surface. An example of
this is the enhancement of the surface radon flux that occurs prior to
earthquake activity and the enhanced surface radon fl ux ha 10 associ ated
with deep hydrocarbon deposits. These phenomena suggest that radon is also
transported in the geosphere by convective or advective mechanisms. Such
mechani sms may also infl uence the long-term radon transport through the
covers of uranium mill tailings, resulting in long-term average radon
releases that are significantly enhanced over the releases predicted with
simple diffusion theory.

I

Most phenomena, including other diffusional processes, that can
potentially influence radon advection couple into the radon transport
equation by the time- and position-dependent velocity term. The magnitude
and cyclic frequency of the advective velocity, v(x,t) and the depth over
which it occurs are critical factors in determining the degree of
enhancement of the radon flux over its diffusive value.
Hence, it is
important to ascertain the form of v(x, t) in order to estimate the flux
enhancement from the advective velocity. For example, water evaporation
from a tailings cover is generally a cyclic phenomenon.
If most of the
water evaporation from the soil occurs within a distance of 20 cm of the

I'

I
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surface, then no significant radon flux enhancement will occur,(ev~n if the
evaporation rates produce relatively high advective velocities. 42)
It has been shown that by defining a diffusive velocity as ZVXiJ, the
flux enhancement can be estimated quantitatively with relatively simple
express ions, enab1i ng many ins i ghts to be gained about radon advecti on.
Three important parameters determine the long-term magnitude of flux
enhancement from advection--the peak advection velocity, the depth over
In
which the advection applies, and the time period of the advection.
general advection has only a minor long-term effect on the radon flux until
the advective velocity is significantly greater than the diffusive
velocity.
.
The effect of advection from cyclical mechanisms on the long-term
average radon fl ux can be estimated by measl,\ri ng J max , thefl ux at the
maximum point of the cycle and Jmin,. the flux at the minimum point of the
cycle.
The total long-term average flux,J a , is just the arithmetic
average of Jma~ and Jmin' Furthermore, the ratio of total average flux to
the simple diffusion flux, Jd, can be obtained from Figure 18 by forming
the ratio K = Jmax/Jmin. The ratio of the maximum amplitude, vo, of the
advective velocity to the diffusive velocity, vd, is also given in the
figure. For example, if a series of flux measurements on a tailings pile
yield a J max of 63 pCi m- 2s- 1 and a Jmin of 5 pCi m- 2s- 1 , then K is equal
to 12.6, and from Figure 18, the flux enhancement, Ja/Jd, is 1.9. The
long-term total flux, J a , is (68)/2 = 34 pCi. m- 2s-1; therefore, the
diffusive flux, Jd, would be 18 pCi m- 2s- 1 • The ratio of the maximum
amplitude of the advective velocity to the diffusive velocity is
vo/Vd = 1.6. A common value for the diffusive velocity is 3x10- 4 cm s-l.
Therefore, the maximum magnitude of the advective velocity is about
5x10- 4 cm s-l. This is a much larger value than is generally found around
present uranium milling environments; therefore, advection is generally not
an important effect for semi-arid regions. Because the diffusive velocity
is significantly lower for humid areas, advection may be more prominant in
comparison.
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6.

SUMMARY AND APPLICATION

The radon re leases from bare and covered tai 1i ngs can be estimated
usi ng diffusion theory, if appropri ate diffusi on coeffi ci ents are used.
The prQ.cedures for ca lcu 1ati ng the thi ckness of an adequate cover system
are straight-forward and the calculations can be performed by hand or by
computer programs such as the RAECOM code. A procedural checklist for the
hand calculations is given in Table 5.
As shown in the table, Step 1 is the calculation of all source
parameters.
St.ep 2 is the ca lcul ati on of the cover parameters. These
parameters are ·input to RAE COM for a determination of the required cover
thickness and surface flux. If a hand calculation is performed, Step 3 is
the calculation of over attenuation parameters and bare tailings flux.
In Step 4, the required cover thickness is calculated.
If the system
consists of a multilayer cover, the surface" flux from the first layer is
calculated in Step 4 and the diffusion coefficient for the effective source
term is calculated in Step 5. Repeat(st~ps 4 and 5 until the top layer is
calculated.
The following example 63) illustrates the use of this
procedure:
The values used for computing the bare tailings flux are as follows:
Step 1
R

= 231.8 pCi g-l

p

=

E

= 0.2

Dt

1.6 g cm- 3

= 0.013 cm 2 s-l

The value of Dt was obtained from Equation 12, using a tailings
residual moisture of M = 11.5 dry-weight percent, which yields a value of
m = 0.45 using Equation 13.
Step 2
The cover system consists of two feet of well-graded earthen material,
covered with random fill or overburden, and one-half foot of tOD soil. The
D for the well graded material is estimated to be 0.0083 cm 2 s-1 based upon
an m value of 0.55, and the D for the overburden and topsoil is estimated
to be 0.02 cm 2 s-l based upon an m value of 0.35.
Step 3
Substitution of the above values into Equation 3 yields for the bare
ta il i ng s fl ux :
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Jt = (231.8 pCi g-1)(1.6 g cm- 3)(0.2) x (2.1xlO- 6 s-l x 0.013 cm- 2 s-l)la
x 1 x 104 cm2 m- 2
T~

= 123 pCi m- 2 s-l

values of all needed parameters are:
Tailings
0.013
0.41
11.5
0.45

D
p
M
m

Well-Graded
Materi a1
.0083
0.35
11.0
0.55

Overburden
.02
0.35
7.0
0.35

Step 4
."
Using these values, the previously calculated bare tailings radon
flux, and assuming the porosities are equal for all materials yields
J1 = 36.4 pCi m- 2 s-l.
The next step (Step 5) is to calculate the D of the effective source
term. This composite diffusion coefficient is computed by Equation 9.
Thus, the composite Dt1 is computed as:

where
Dt

=

0.013 cm2 s-l

Del

=

0.0083 cm 2 s-l

xl

=

61 cm

b1

=

(2.1x10- 6 s-1/0.0083 cm2 s-l)la

b1

=

0.016 cm- 1

then
Dt1

= 0.013 (0.379)

+ 0.00515

= 0.0101 cm 2 s-l

Step 4 is then repeated. Equation 8 yields the depth of overburden-topsoil
in addition to the clay layer by using the following quantities:
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Dt = D.0101 cm 2 s-1
Xt = more than 10 m
Jc = 20 pCi m2 s-1 (assumed desired level)
Jt = 36.4 pCi m- 2 s-1
X =97.6
c

In[

3.64
J=74cm
1.569 + 0.130

Thus, the total cover needed to achieve a radon flux of 20 pCi m- 2 s-1 is:

",
+

61 cm clay
74 cm overburden-topsoil
135 cm total cover

It is also of interest to calculate the cover thickness required to meet a
flux criterion of 20 pCi m- 2 s-1 if only overburden-topsoil is placed over
the tailings.
Using Equation 8 with the values,
Jc = 20 pCi m- 2 s-1
Jt = 123 pCi m2s- 1
Dt = 0.013 cm 2 s-1 (the diffusion coefficient of the tailings)
Dc = 0.02 cm 2 s-1 (the diffusion coefficient of the overburdentopsoil )
at/ac = 0.850
gives
Xc = 97.6 1n[

12 •3
] = 185 cm
1.850 + 0.004

The above ca lcu 1at ions were performed by hand. The approximat ions
associated with these cover-thickness equations are accurate to within
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3 cm.
If the RAE COM code is used, items 1 and 2 of Table 5 provide
sufficient information to prepare a complete data set in the format given
in Appendix B.
A RAECOM calculation for this example yields a cover
thickness of 61 cm clay plus 77 cm overburden-topsoil in the first case and
184 cm of overburden-topsoil in the second case.
~
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TABLE 5
PROCEDURAL CHECKLIST FOR CALCULATING ADEQUATE COVER THICKNESS
Comments
1. Determine Source Term
Parameters, R, E, Pt, pt,at

Default values, R = 2,812 G
Pt = 1.5, Pt = 0.35, gt = 2

mt =

10-2 Mt -Pt1

~

- -1
gt

]-1

Dt = 0.07 eX P[-4(m-mp2 + m5l]

,,

at = Pt 2 Dt [ 1-0.74 mtf
2. Determine Cover Material
Parameters, Dc, Pc , Pc

Default values, Pc = 0.35,
gc = 2.7

me

=

10-2M
c [.L _.L]-1
Pc

gc

Dc = 0.07 exp [-4 (m-mpc 2 + m5l]

,

0>

'"

Jt =RPtE(ADtl~

3. Calculate Cover Attenuation
Parameters and Calculate or
Estimate Bare Tailings Flux

bc = (A/Dcl~
ac = Pc 2 Dc[1-0.74 mSr
J c --

4. Calculate Surface Flux or
Cover Thickness

5. For Multiple Layer Cover,
Calculate Effective Source
Dsm
6. Repeat For Multiple Layer
Covers

Calculate Item 4 for the first cover
layer, then calculate Item 5 for the
second cover layer, then calculate
Item 4 for the second cover layer, and
so on until Item 4 is calculated for
the top layer

2Jt exp(-bcxcl
[I + (at/aclli tanh btxt] + [1-( at/aclli tanh btxt] exp( -2b cxc l
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APPENDIX A
MATHEMATICAL BASIS FOR RADON DIFFUSION
Tffe radon diffusion equation fo~ a porous, multiphase system, given in
Equation 1, is derived in this Appendix in order to obtain expressions for
the equivalent D descriving the radon diffusion through the system. Since
the basic diffusion relationship pertained to a single medium, two coupled
diffusion equations serve as the starting point for the derivation. These
equations apply to the diffusion in the air-space and in(the w~ter-space of
the multi phase ;system. It has been shown previously 40,41} that radon
diffusion through a two-phase medium in the pore spaces of earthen
materials can be characterized by the following diffusion equations:

.,
AC + RpAE a + Twa
a
p(l-m) p(I-m)

=0

(A-I)

AC + RpAEw _ Twa = 0
W
pm
pm

(A-2)

where
Da = diffusion coefficient in the air-filled pore space (cm 2 s- I )
Dw

= diffusion coefficient in the water-filled pore space (cm 2s- I )
= radon concentrations in the respective air- and waterfilled pore space (pCi/cm 3 )

p

=

porosity

= volume fraction of moisture saturation of the pore space
A = radon decay constant
R = radium concentration in material

m

p

= bulk density of dry material

Ea = radon emanati on power coefficient for the air-filled
pore spaces
Ew = radon emanati on coefficient for the water-filled pore
spaces
Twa = radon transfer rate from water to the air
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The sum of Ea and Ew yields the total emanation coefficient, E, of the
earthen material.
The radon concentration in the total pore space is glven by:
C = Ca(l-m) + Cwm

(A-3)

Combining Equations A-I, A-2 and A-3 yields
2

D-d C - AC; + RpAE/p
dx 2

=

0

(A-4)

where
D = Da(l-m) + Dwm k
I - (I-k)m
'

(A-5)

and
k

= radon distribut~on(c9~fficient, Cw/C a , for water/air
(k = 0.26 at 20 C) 41}

EquatiQn A-4 is the radon diffusion equation traditionally
used(l,9,46} and is identical to Equation 1. The diffusion coefficient D
pertains to the total pore space in the material.

I
I

A.I BARE TAILINGS FLUX
One parameter needed for estimating cover thicknesses over uranium
mill tailings is the radon source term; thus it is desirable to obtain an
expression for the flux from .an I.Jncovered tailings pile. Solution of
Equation A-4 for the boundary conditions:
dC (x = Xt) = 0
dx

-

C(x

= 0) = 0

(A-6)

(A-7)

yields the following expression for the bare tailings flux

.

A-2

(A-B)
where Xt is the thickness of the tailings and the subscript t refers to the
tailings.
A.2

COVERED TAILINGS

The solution of the diffusion equation for a two-region problem
applies to a tailings pile covered with a homogeneous' material.
For
simplicity, the source term in the cover and the radon concentration at the
surface of the .cover are assumed to be zero. The origin is assumed to be
at the interface. It is also assumed that there is continuity of flux,
radon concentration in air, and radon concentrati on in water across the
interface. The latter two continuity conditions can be combined into the
following interface condition:
~
Ct

....1-.-(Tl_"'k-'-:)m=-t

=

Cc

~1~-("'"1"'"k- -'-)m-c

,

(A-9)

where Ct and Cc are defined by Equation A-3.
Continuity of flux across the interface gives:
Dtpt dCt
dx

=DP

dCc

(A-I0)

c c dX

It is convenient to group the parameters comprising the source term in
such a way that the grouped parameter has a physical meaning.
This
grouping is the same as the expression" for the radon flux at the surface of
the bare tailings.
Solution of Equation A-4 using the boundary and interface conditions
in Equations A-6, A-7, A-9 and A-I0 yields for the surface flux:
J(xc)

2.Jte-bcxc
..,----,,....::-

=-,.-

~---

~ +If.ta~h(btXt))+( 1 ~ tanh(btX t )) e-2bcxc

where
Xc

=

bi

=

ai

=" Pi2Di [ 1 - (l-k)mi]2

cover thickness
VA./Di (i

=

c or t)
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(A-ll )

APPENDIX B
RADIATION ATTENUATION EFFECTIVENESS
AND COVER OPTIMIzATION WITH-MOISTURE EFFECTS
THE RAE COM CODE
The one-dimensional, steady-state radon diffusion code, RAECO,(48) has
been modified and updated. The updated code, RAECOM, is a FORTRAN program
which determines the radon fluxes and concentrations in multilayer uranium
tailings and cov:er systems using the mathematical formulation given in
Appendix A, and then optimizes the cover thickness to satisfy a given flux
constraint. The numerical method of solution in RAECOM is identical to
that in RAECO.

'.,

In proceeding through a calculation, first, the D's are ca1cu1at.ed
from a correlation if they are not input directly. Then the migration of
radon is determined for the specified cover characteristics and the radon
concentrati ons (C) and the radon f1 uxes (J) are cal cu1 ated. The cover
optimization is performed yielding adjusted values (t) for the layer
thicknesses. The radon migration calculations are then repeated for each J
and C with the adjusted cover layer thicknesses, and the resulting surface
flux, Jc , is tested against the specified criterion, Jcrit.
If this
criterion is satisfied, the code proceeds to final output. If the flux
criterion is not satisfied, appropriate layer thicknesses are adjusted
within the specified constraints, radon migration calculations are
repeated, and the surface radon flux is again tested against the flux
criterion. This process is repeated until all criteria are satisfied. The
code then outputs all radon attenuation data. If additional cover systems
are to be evaluated, the RAECOM code will re-initia1ize and perform the
complete ana1ysi s for the subsequent cover systems. Any number of cover
systems can be analyzed by stacking data sets.
B.1 MODIFICATIONS
Modifications to RAECO that are incorporated in RAECOM include:
1.

Soil moistures (dry weight percent) are read in to calculate
the D of any layer not input, using Equation 12.

2. The radon concentration interface condition includes the
effects of soil moisture (Appendix A).
3. The diffusion coefficient of the pore space, D, and the
pore space radon source term, 0 = RpEA/P, are read in
directly instead of the bulk parameters De = pD and Oe = pO.
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4. The optimization routine does not depend upon cost parameters.
5.

If desired, the program will estimate the entrance radon flux
into layer 1, assuming an infinitely thick subsoil underneath
~l ayer 1.

B.2 INPUT DATA FORMAT FOR RAECOM
All input data is free format.
program operation:

The following input is needed for

Card Set Number

Card Description
.

1

2

. Site Designation Card - One card with up to 80
characters which designates the tailings cover
system and run identification.
Boundary Conditions and Cost Control Parameters One card containing six parameter values, each
separated by commas in the following order:
(1)
(2)

3, 1-N

.,

N, Number of distinct tailings cover layers:
positive integer, presently limited to 99 •.
F01, Entrance radon flux to layer 1, pCi/m 2s.
If F01 equals -1., then F01 is computed
internally for an infinitely thick subsoil.

(3)

CN1, Surface radon concentration at top of
system, pCi/l.

(4)

ICOST, Integer Cover Optimization Flag,
ICOST = 0 if no optimization is to be
performed, otherwise, ICOST equals the layer
number to be optimi zed. ICOST cannot equal 1.

(5)

CRITJ, Surface Flux Constraint for
optimization, pCi/m 2s, CRITJ = 0 for no
constraint.

(6)

ACC, Surface Flux Convergence Criterion,
fracti on.

Individual Cover Layer Data Cards - One card for
each tailings or cover layer. Each card is
composed of four parameters:
(1)

OX, The layer thickness in cm.
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.

(2)

D. Layer radon diffusion coefficient. cm 2 s-l.

(3)

p, Layer porosity.

(4) Q. Layer radon source term in pCi cm- 3s- 1•
(5) M, Moisture content as dry wt percent.
B.4 SAMPLE,PROBLEM
The output. and input for the example problem descr,ibed in Table 2 of
the Handbook is'given below:
RAECOM CALCULATION OF

EXAMPLE

MULTI~EGION

RAECOH CALCULATION OF HULTIREGION EXAMPLE

********** I NPUT PAR AMET ERS **********
NUMBER OF LAYERS :
3
RADON FLUX INTO LAYER 1 :
0.000
pCi/a2lsec
SURFACE RADON CONCENTRATION :
0.000
pCi/liter
LAYER 3 ADJUSTED TO HEET Jcrit :
20.0 +1- 0.IOOE-02 pCi/a2/sec
BARE SOURCE FLUX (Jo) FROM LAYER 1: 198.4
pCi/a2lsec
LAYER THICKNESS
(ca)

1
2
3

500.
50.
100.

DIFF com
(ca2lsec)
I.3000E-02
7.8000E-03
2.2oo0E-02

***** RES ULTS o F
LAYER
1
2
3

THICKNESS
(ca)
500.
50.
149.

POROSITY
0.4400
0.3000
0.3700

SOURCE

HOISTURE

5.7300E-04
O.OOOOE-Ol
O.OOOOE-Ol

11.70
&.30
5.40

(pCi/ca3/sec) (dry wt. percent)

RADO N u IFF US ION
EXIT FLUX
EXIT CONC.
(pCi/a2lsec)
(pCilliter)
7.&937E+OI
I.&70IE+05
4.5285E+OI
4.4198E+04
2.00llE+OI
O.ooOOE-OI

RAECOM CALCULATION OF HULTIREGION EXAMPLE
31 0., 0'1 3, 20., .001
Suo., .OI~I .44, .000573, 11.7
50., .007u,.30, .0,
&.3
100., .022, .37, .0,
5.4
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CAL CUL AT ION ***••
MIC
0.7025
0.70&3
0.81&3

8.4 RAECOM LISTING
CCCCCCCCcc.cCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
E tHE RAECOM PROGRAM IS ASHORtENED ANO UPDAtED VERSIDN Of tHE
E
C ORIGINAL RAECO PROGRAM lV.C. ROGERS Et.AL' l UMtRA-DOE/ALO-165~.JUNE C
C 1981>. tHE COSt CALCULAtION SEGMENt Of tHti ORIGINAL PROGRAM HAS
C
C BEEN REMOVED. MODIfIED INPUt INCLUDES DIffUSION COEffICIENtS AND C
C SOURCE tERMS fOR tHE PORE SPACE AIID SOIL MOIStURES. tHE PROGRAM C
C ALSO CAN EStIMAtE DIffUSION COEtFICIENtS fROM MOIStURES lV.C. ROGERS C
C E7.AL., UMtRA-DOElALO-193, NOV. 1982). INtERFACE CONDItIONS HAVE C
C BEEN UPDAtED lV.C. ROGERS Et.AL' Ft. COLLINS: URANIUM MILL tAILINGS C
C MANAGEMENt - 5 P. ~69-382 1982.
1 tHE MODIFICAtIONS IN RAECOM tHE C
C INPut FORMAt, AND ASAMPLE'PROBLEM ARE GIVEN IN NUREG/CR-3533 1!984).C
C
C
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCDEC-1983CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
C
~
PROGRAM RAECOM
C
C DEFINE 1 INItIALIZE ARRAYS
C
IMPLICIt REAL*8 lA-H O-Zl
DIMENSION ALP(50) AIJIMIl50l R(50) A(245) Bl99l Gl245l BUl99l
&AS(50),BSI50),OI56lIDI50)lPl~0)~tl~0)IUI5011!Rl~OllDDX150)IXl~Ol,
&RF(50)~~CI50),EFI50 ,DXI5ul,BCl~0),AA 50),KnUI50l,lMI99l,A.150l,
&H120l lftS(99)
DAtA
*0.000 ,AA,RHO/I00*0.ODO/,
&NSAVE 0 2.1 CALL ASSI~16,'LA:'l
C
C READ RADON DIFFUSION DAtA
C
READl5 882l lHlIl,I=I,20)
882 FORMAt 120A4l
READl5 I) NFOI CNI ICDSt CRltJl ACC
READI5 '2) 16xlll Dlil 1 PlI.I,OII),XM(I),I=I,N)
1 fORMAt 113!2f8.0, i 3,2fij.0)
2 FORMAtl5F 0.0)
N03 = 0
If (ICOSt.Gt.O) N03 = ICOSt
IF (ICOSt.Gt.O) ICOSt = 1
ItHK = 0
N02 = N03 - 1
N01=N02-1
N04 = N03 + 1
fO = fOl/10000.
CN =CNlII000.
CRltJ = CRltJI/IOOOO.
2222 ~~i~~~~}7777},e~~~~Alrl,20)

~~i~~i~}~~8l*:lt~il~i IN PUt PAR AMEt ERS
&**********' II ' NUMBER Of LAYERS :' 19X 12
&1,' RADON FLUX' INtO LAYER 1 :'112X~Glo.3~' PCi/12/Sec'\I,
&' SURFACE RADON CONCENtRAtION .',81,GIO.~,' pCi/liter'
If (ICOSt.EQ.O) GO to 676
WRItE(6 675) N03 CRltJl ACC
675 fORMAte}!' LAYER',I21 ' ADJUStED to MEEt Jcrit :',5X,GIO.3,
1 '+1- ',G 0.3,' pCl/l~/sec',/)
676 CONtINUE
888

DOX~~~)I~IX~(Il*.OI

RHO(I) = 2.7DO*II.DO-PlI»
XMSlIl = RHOeI)iXMeI)/PlI)
IF (XMSeI),LE••99) GO to 678
t8 =XM<Il
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XI1$ m = .99
XK(I) = XHS(Il*P(Il/RHO(I)
WRIIE(& &19l I 18 XK(I)
&19
EORKAI(},' LAYtR':I2,' EXCEEDS SAIURAIION. KOISIURE ,
t 'CHANGED EROK',E1.3, IO',E1.3,//l
&18 CONIINUE
IE(DlI).EO.0.lDlI)=.01*DEXPI-4.*IXKSlI)*11.-PlIl**2)+
t XKSUl**5))
100 A41I)
.14*XKSlI)
AB = DSORIlXLlD(l»
- RE(l) = IOll)*P(l)/ABl*IANH(AB*DX(l»
IE lEOl.EO.-l.l RE(l) = REll)/(1.+1.5*IANHlAB*DX(ll»/
t 0.5/(DEXPlAB*DXll»+DEXPl-AB*DX(1»»
IP (EOl.EO.-l.) EO = -.5*RElll*IANHlAB*DX(1»
DDW) = DWl
RC(l) = CN/A4(1)
WRIIEl& 341l REll)*lOOOO.
341 EORHAIl l BARE SOURCE ELUX lJol EROK LAYER 1 :',Gll.4,
t' pCi/12/sec' ,/1)
WR1IE16 88'7)
WRIIEI6'850) (I DXUl Dm pm OUl,lOO.*XKUl I=l N)
850 EORKAI(501/,2X,12,5X,f6.0,~X,lPtll.4,1X,-PE1.4,~X,1~Ell.4,1X,
t-PE1.2) )
WRIIEl6 886)
.~
886 EORKAIl}/,' ***** RES ULIS 0 ERA DON DIE EU
881t~oiK~I~' L~~R~ ~XU'~H~C~Nis~,N1~*~t~;f/~OEEE' 1X
&'POROSIIY' 9X 'SOUACE',9X,'KOI~IUAE' /,llX 'lc')':9X
&'lcI2/sec)'t21X,'(pCi/cI31sec)',lX,'ldry wt. percentl'l

"l. -

DOQI~! !=~{~)*PlI)
PlI) = PlI)*A41I)
DUl = DlIl*PUl

101 CONTINUE
IE (N.EO.l) GO 10 110
NKI = N- 1
NK2=N-2
JISI = 1
DDX(l) = DX(l)
ALP(l) = DSORIlXL*Pll)/Dll»
99 CONTINUE
DO 58 1=2 N
58 DDXlI) = DX(I)
C
C KODIEY PARAKETERS EOR CODE LIKITS
C
SUKX = O.
SUHA = O.
SUKAX = O.
XRED = O.
XCHG = O.
X(l) = O.
Xo = O.
SUKKAX = ALP(ll*DX(l)
IE (SUKKAX.LE.4.61) GO TO 60
XRED = 4.61/ALP(1)
EO = EO * DEXP(4.&1 - SUHHAX)
SUKKAX = ALP(l) * (DX(l) - XRED)
60 CONTINUE
IE (XRED.GT.O.) XCHG=DX(l)-XRED
DO 345 1=1 N
ALPI = DSORT(XL*P(I)/D(I»
SUKX = SUKX + DX(I)
X(I+l) = SUKX - XCHG
SUHA = SUKA + ALPI
ALSUK = ALPI * X(I+ll
IE (ALSUK.GE.SUKKAX) SUKHAX = ALSUM
SUKAX =·SUKAX+~LSUH
345 ALP(I) = ALPI
IE (SUMHAX.GT.114.) WRITEI6,321)
321 EORHAI(' LAYER THICKNESS OR DIEFUSION COEEEICIENT EXCEEDS LIMITS'l
IE (SUKKAX.LE.81.) GO TO 500
XO = SUKAX/SUKA
~~I:~~ !=~!~+ll -XU
45& CONIINUE
500 CONTINUE
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C

I

C CALCULATE PARAHEIERS FOR HAIRIX
C
DO 10 1=1 NHI '
RDUH =DSORI(PlI+l)hD(I+l)/(P(I)hDlI»)
RlI) = -.5h(1.-RDUH)
RRlI) = -.5hll.+RDUH)
OP = lQ(I+l)/PlI+l)-Q(I)/PlI»/XL
.Ill) =QPhDEXP(-ALPlI)hX(I+l»
U(I) = QPh.5hDEXPlALPlI)hX(I+l»
10 AIPIHIlI)=DSQRI(XL)hlDSQRI(PlI+l)/D(I+!»-DSQRIlPlI)/D(II»~
ALPIN) = DSQRI(XLhP(N)/D(N»
C
C SPECIFY HAIRIX ELEKENTS AND SOLVE
C
DO 20 I=!,NH!
J = 5*1-4
K= 2*1-! :
A(J) =DEXP(-2.hALP(I)hX(I+!»
A1J+l) = -DEXPlAIPlHI(I)hXlI+!»
AlJ+2) =-DEXPl-lALPlI+!)+ALPlI»hX(I+!»
A(J+3) = R(I)hDEXP«ALP(I+!)+ALPlI»hX(!+!»
AlJ+4) = RR(I)*DEXPl-AIPlH!II)hXl!+l»
.~
B(K) =TW
20 BlK+!) =U(!)
N5H4 = 5hN-4
A(N5H4) = DEXP(-2.hALP(N)hX(N+!»
N2H! =2hN-!
BlN2H!) = lCN-Q(N)/IPlN)hXL»hDEXPl-ALPlN)hX(N+l»
C
C UPPER TRIANGULARIZE HAIRIX
C
GIl) = Al!)+DEXPI-2.hALPl!)hXl!»
G(2) = A(2)/Gll)
G(3) = A(3)/G(1)
BUl!) = lBl!)+FOhDEXP(-ALP(!)*Xl!»/ID(!)hALP(!»)/G(!)
DO 30 I=1,NH2
J =5*1-!
K= 2*1
G(J) = A(J)-G(J-2)
G(J+l) = lA(J+!)-GlJ-!»/G(J)
BU(K) = (BlK)-BU(K-!»/G(J)
G(J+2) = AlJ+2)-GlJ+l)
GlJ+3) =AlJ+3)/G(J+2)
G(J+4) = A(J+4)/G(J+2)
30 BUlK+l) = (B(K+l)-BU(K»/GlJ+2)
N5H6 = 5hN-6
GlNSH6) = AlN5H6)-GlN5H6-2)
GlN5H6+1) = lAlN5H6+!)-GlN5H6-1»/G(N5H6)
N2H2 = 2J1N-2
BUlN2H2) = (BlN2H2)-BUlN2H2-1»/G(N5H6)
GlN5H6+2) = A(N5H6+2)-G(N5H6+1)
BSlN) : lB(N2Hl)-BU(N2Hl-l»/GlN5H6+2)
AS(N) : BUlN2Hl-!)-GlN5H6+!)hBSlN)

DOJ~ J*lA~-3

K= 2hlN-IH
BSlL) =BU(K)-GlJ)*ASlL+l)-GlJ+!)hBS(L+l)
40 AS(L) = BU(K-l)-GlJ-2)hBSlL)
BS(l) : BUl!)-G(2)*ASI2)-G(3)ABS(2)
ASl!): (BSll)hDEXPl-ALP(!)hXl!»-FO/lALPl!)hD(l»)
1 hDEXPl-ALPll)hXl!»
L : N-!

C

C HATRIX SOLUTION COMPLEIE
C

DOA~:~ ~:~l~I!)hXlI+!)
147

ASI = ASlI)hDEXPlALPI)
BS! : BSlI)hDEXPl-ALPI)
RCW : AS!+BSI+G<Il/lPWhXL)
iF(I): -Dl!)*ALPl!)hlASI-BS!)
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= CN
If (ICOSI.EO.O) GO IO 45
C
fOP=fO
.
ce
If (fO.LI.l) fOP=l.
If (Rf(l).LE.O.) Rf(l)=l.
C Melli BEGIN COSI OPIIMlZAIION
If (JISI.EO.O) GO IO 44
If (CRIIJ.GI.99.1 GO IO 45
It (CRIIJ.LE.O.) GO IO 45
I7 = (Rf(Nl-CRIIJ)/CRIIJ
ABI7 = DABS(I7)
If (ABI7.LE.ACC) GO IO 45
mI:~
If (NISI.EO.NSAVE) GO IO 190
DXlIAX = O.
DXMIN = O. '
RfHAX = O. '
Rf"IN = O.
NSAVE = NISI
190 CONIINUE
C
.
C SEI LI"IIS (DXHAX IDXMIN) AND DO REGULA fALSI SEARCH fOR~DX
~C(N)

C

21lC

6~~i7~ fi~~Ai~f~Ol

RfMIN = Rf(N)
GO IO 202
201 DXMIN = DX(NISIl
RfHAX = Rf(N)
If (DX"AX) 202 203 202
202 DX(NISI) = DXMiH+(6XMAX-DXMIN)*(RfMAX-CRIIJ)/(RfHAX-RfMIN)
GO IO 204
203 DX(NISI) = DX(NISIl*<l.+0.5U7)
204 CONIINUE
If (RfHAX.EO.O.) DX(NISI)=0.5*DXHAX
If (DX(NISI).LE.l.) DX(NISI)=O.
If lDX(NISI).LE.l.) JISI=O.
If (IIHK.EO.O) GO IO 99
I2I = O.
If(N04.GI.N) GO IO 55
DO 46 IJ = NOU
46 I2I = I2I+DX(Ij)
55 If(NOl.LI.2) GO IO 47
DO 56 IJ = 2 NOI
56 I2I = I2I+DX!IJ)
47 CONIINUE
I23 = DX(NISI)
I2I = I2I+DX(NtSI)
If (NHIN.EO.NISI) I2I=I2I+DX(IIJ)-DX(NISI)
If (""IN.NE.O) DX(N"IN)=X(N+l)-X(2)-I2I
If (DX(NHIN).GE.O.) GO to 48
DX(N"IN) = O.
DX(NISI) = O.5*(DX(NISIl+DDX(NISIll
GnD"99

48 ~Nn~~ISI) .NE.I23) CRIIJ=-l.
GO IO 99
44 CONtINUE
45 CONtINUE
C
C OUIPUI RESULIS
C
110 WRIIE(6 88Il
881 fOR"AI(6~1' LAYER't3X,'IHICKNESS',7X1.'EXII fLUX',lOX,
I'EXII CO~"r8XI'M1C,,1,18X,,(c,) ,7A,'(pCi/12lSec)'
I 8X '(~i/liter ',1)
OOR~ !=il1mlOOOO. rc."',<~ ~ C~'-i'~1 (t. - 0.74",
CXYZ = RC(I)*lOOO.*A4(~
884 WRIIE(6 883) I DDXUl ixlt CXYZ,A4Ul
883 fORHAI(8X,I2,6X,f6.0,6X,lPE12.4,7X,E~.4,6X,-Pf7.4)
END
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